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Reports from the Staff 

Senior Pastor  
 
Always be ready to make your defense to anyone who demands from you an accounting for the 

hope that is in you, yet do it with gentleness and respect.  1 Peter 3:15b – 16a 
 
What is your why? That question inspired this year’s Stewardship Campaign and our answers to 
that question animate our ministry together. A significant part of my why is a desire to see the 
(progressive, mainline) Church transition through these liminal times and flourish. Rock Spring 
can be an important part of this transition if we ourselves are thriving.  
  
It has been a joy to see the pews filling up on Sundays, children and youth returning, and others 
continuing to deepen their engagement with Rock Spring from afar. Throughout this report you 
will read about Rock Spring’s breadth and depth of ministry which is vibrant and impactful.  
  
However, we are still in a time of transition, and we are still trying to determine what, and if, a 
“new normal” will be. There are several elements to this time of transition for Rock Spring. 
  
Holy Experiments 
Last January we were experiencing another shut-down of in-
person worship after a soft re-opening in September 2021. At 
last year’s annual meeting, I laid out seven challenges and six 
possible solutions to meet those challenges that the Council 
had adopted the past June. Our Church leadership has 
provided steady, thoughtful, and courageous direction and the 
congregation has embraced a variety of holy experiments that 
have helped us navigate ourselves through so much change.  
  
Among these “experiments” were sticking to one 10:00 a.m. 
service when we re-opened, the addition of the “Prayground,” 
a transition to an online bulletin, the addition of section 
leaders to create flexibility when the choir is not able to sing 
and assistance for their return, creation of hybrid options for meetings, and the addition of 
screens to the sanctuary. 
  
We have continued with one service at 10:00 a.m. and it is terrific to see our attendance 
increasing but still manageable for the space. The “Prayground” has been well received, 
providing the children of the church a “front row seat” to all that is happening. We have heard a 
variety of responses to our streamlined bulletin, and we are glad to be reducing the amount of 
paper and staff time we were using to produce this each week. The Section leaders helped us 
through last May, and now Eduardo Castro has been retained to assist with a Choir Boost each 
week. We have two rooms at the church in which we can easily host hybrid meetings and we 
regularly use these for staff meetings and educational offerings. Interestingly, nearly all boards 
and committees have now chosen to meet exclusively online. Finally, two screens with laser 
projectors were installed in the sanctuary in March. These screens enable our immune-
compromised members and those living in places like England, Australia, and Colorado to 
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participate as worship leaders. The screens also allow us to continue using videos and photos in 
worship, a practice we began during the pandemic when we were worshipping entirely online. 
They have greatly enhanced memorial services as we are able to include reflections from people 
who are not able to be on site as well as slideshows of the life we are celebrating. One 
consistent request we hear is for what is technically called “bottom third” graphics. This would 
enable us to show two things at once – such as the words of the hymn and the congregation 
simultaneously. We currently do not have the proper software and equipment to make this 
happen. 
  
Staffing & Staff Transitions 
At the beginning of 2022, Kathryn Grams (at her request) transitioned from being a full-time 
Bookkeeper and Director of Communications to a part-time Bookkeeper. The Finance team and I 
are delighted with the continuity, dependability, attention to detail, and growing expertise 
Kathryn brings to her role as bookkeeper.  
  
This transition prompted the Personnel Board to research and carefully develop a plan for our 
staff reorganization that addressed critical gaps we had been experiencing for several years. 
  

As a result, Ashley Martinage transitioned from her role as Director 
of Faith Formation to a newly created role of Church Administrator 
(please see page 13 for a full description of this new role). In the six 
short months that Ashley has been in this position, we are 
experiencing cost savings from her careful analysis of contracts, 
increased facility rentals, and numerous other efficiencies that she 
implements daily. I am grateful that Ashley could discern her 
changing sense of call and that we were able to respond in a way 
that allows us to benefit from her many gifts. Ashley assumed some 

of the tasks of Sarah Steel, facility manager, and Sarah’s contract was adjusted accordingly.  
  
This change opened the role in Faith Formation, and a Search Committee was formed (see page 
18) that resulted in the hiring of Hannah Sachs as our Minister of Faith Formation. Hannah 
joined our staff in October and has brought fresh energy, creativity, and compassion to her role. 
I am thrilled to have her on board and am grateful for the work of the Search Committee (Kathy 
Morland and Jack Ebeler co-chairs) and the close collaboration between the Search committee, 
Christian Ed, Personnel, Finance, and Council in coordinating her hire in the midst of busy 
summer months. 
 
The staff has adapted to each of these changes as well as the shifting needs of the congregation. 
Laura, always tuned in to the needs and concerns of the congregation, has creatively looked for 
new ways for members of the congregation to engage with one another, across generations, in 
COVID-safe ways. Laura took her sabbatical this year and during that time we hired Josh Long to 
help fill some of her duties.  
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It is difficult to believe Josh will conclude his two-year internship with us 
this May. We have been blessed by his pastoral care, music, preaching, 
and his commitment to the environment and indigenous rights. And we 
were delighted as he and Tabitha welcome baby Elijah into this world! 
  
Ed and Elizabeth have adapted also with various musical ensemble 
configurations, incorporating a variety of instruments, and changing 
practice schedules to meet the needs of those interested in participating. 
  
Brian Davis, of T&G, continues to care for our campus as if it were his own. 

His ever-positive attitude is a joy. 
  
Dale Dwyer has served as a volunteer lead of our AV ministries and through the pandemic 
ramped up his own skills in order to help us have a more professional online presence. In 
addition to coordinating the volunteers and serving as the liaison with CTSI, Dale has attended 
staff meetings so he could understand what would be needed, mixed virtual choir 
performances, and created videos, graphics, and the slide deck that is used each week. He has 
also done this for all of our memorial services and provided consultation to other churches who 
are also trying to equip their churches with AV for these times. He has done this every week, 
regardless of whether he is in Virginia or on vacation. I often refer to Dale as the PSE (Pastor 
Spouse Extraordinaire) and during the pandemic he lived into that title with more time spent 
“on the job” than I could have ever imagined. Dale has recently returned to full-time 
employment. He will continue as a Sunday morning AV volunteer but has resigned from the 
other areas of work this job has grown to entail. I am immensely grateful for his efforts. This 
change, also, will invite us to look at how we can adapt. 
 
Imagine Anew 
  
During the months of May, June, and September we spent time together imagining anew our 
ministry together. Over the course of 13 Imagine Anew parties, about 125 of us imagined what 
comes next for Rock Spring. In the 489 ideas that were generated, there were a number of non-
controversial themes and easy-to-activate ideas to which we immediately began responding.  
  
We heard that you wanted the opportunity to gather together again in 
small groups, with multiple generations joining together for social events 
and service to others. You wanted us to continue things that connect us as 
a community and to continue doing social justice. You wanted to hear 
more variety in music. You wanted us to continue to embrace technology 
and invest in the hybrid experience that has become a part of our new 
normal. You wanted us to continue to be nimble enough to respond to the 
immediate needs of our world. Throughout this report you will find 
examples of how we have been making all of these things a priority. 
  
There were other ideas that are either longer range or more controversial or would take 
research and development. I will be sharing a full report at the Annual Meeting. These ideas 
energize me, fill me with hope, and help me see why Rock Spring and our mission is important 
to you. 
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I have also made several adjustments to my own role and tasks. In addition to the 
administration side of my role (finance, stewardship, council, personnel), I have begun working 
with Deacons on all things related to worship, Brad Hopewell and I led confirmation together, 
and I staff the Racial Equity Committee. Carrie Hessler Radelet and Leslie Atkins, along with the 
entire committee, have been instrumental in paving the way for the antiracist local church audit 
that we will embark on this year. 
  
Carolyn Hart (in addition to doing a superb job with the Stewardship Committee) is also a 
seminary student and expressed a desire to be in discernment about ordination. Carolyn is 
beginning this process with the Potomac Association, and Rock Spring is providing a Local 
Church Discernment Committee for Carolyn. This committee will meet monthly over the next 
two years; I am honored to be a part of that.  
  
Part of my call agreement asks that I devote 10% of my time to the wider church. Two years ago, 
when we were in the height of the pandemic and my family was experiencing a health crisis, I 
pulled back from some of my involvement. While I continue to serve on the steering committee 
for the Arlington Interfaith Network and represent Rock Spring at the Potomac Association and 
Conference meetings, I look forward to deepening my commitment to the wider church in the 
coming year. 
  
So many great things have happened this year and it has been another difficult, challenging year 
as we are still trying to figure out how to be the church for this time and place. I can’t overstate 
how fortunate we are to have the staff and lay leadership who bring expertise, care, and faith to 
whatever the task is at hand. I can’t begin to thank every person by name, but I would be remiss 
if I did not mention Rob Rainhart and Megan Tetrick (Council chair and vice chair) Frank Hopkins 
(Finance Chair), David Tornquist (Financial Secretary), Michael Bell (Treasurer), Amy Bergner 
(Personnel), and Carolyn Hart (Stewardship). These folks have been in a number of difficult 
conversations this year, and they always show up with their hearts and minds, seeking the best 
solutions for our congregation. 
  
The Church with a capital C and Rock Spring continue to be in a liminal time. I refuse to accept 
the predictions we hear of the Protestant Church’s decline as a determined outcome. As Diana 
Butler Bass writes, “Trends are not predestination. Although Christianity probably will be a 
minority faith in a much more pluralistic nation in the next few decades, those of us who are 
Christians still have much work to do in advance of that huge, historic shift. Denial is a terrible 
strategy. Nostalgia is a dangerous choice. Letting the future take its own course is a kind of 
surrender of responsibility.” 
  
My love of the Church and my love for you, Rock Spring, animates my why. On any day I stand 
ready to defend the eternal reasons we gather – to be and continually become the Beloved 
Community, to work together for social justice in its many forms, to make meaning of this crazy 
world with one another, and to care for one another by sharing our burdens and celebrating our 
joys. 
  
Let all we do be done in love, 
Kathy Dwyer 
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Associate Pastor 

What Rises 

All things rise again. 
I know that this is somehow true, 

and do not need to understand the physics 
to believe it.... 

Seeds in the ground, 
the last moon of summer, 

the prayer you whispered when there 
was no one else in the room. 

So pitch yourself toward what will not be finished in the visible world. 
Work for the seeds in the ground and the 

birds that cannot yet fly. 
Work for the home of the ones 

not yet born, 
and the ones whose bare feet have touched earth for 100 years. 

Work for what you thought you 
had lost 

and for what will not go unnoticed 
by eyes other than your own. 

 
Much of my work is covered in the extensive reports from the Boards of Social Action and 
Mission (SAM) and Deacons. In these reports, you’ll see the ways the Boards pursued justice, 
loved kindness, and sought to walk humbly with God and neighbor. You’ll read about the 

abortion funds we assisted financially and the medical 
supplies we collected for Ukraine, the refugees we met who 
evacuated Afghanistan as Kabul fell, the way that this church 
helped bring solar to schools and clinics in India. You’ll read 
about the time after worship when we cooked soup on the 
stove and in four instant pots, and when we went Christmas 
caroling. That afternoon of Christmas caroling we made stops 
at five places, including to sing to Alice Schmidt one week 
ahead of her 103rd birthday, and at Martha and Mike 
Jolkovski’s house to sing to them just two weeks after Kay 

died. All of this matters. All of these moments count – all of the pieces gathered, all of the meals 
prepared, all of the communion shared. I will use this space here not to say again what is said in 
these two reports, but to talk about other pieces of my work not addressed there. 
 
Service to Wider Community 
I have continued to co-chair the Arlington Interfaith Network and to be engaged in our collective 
work and worship as a network. Through AIN, I’ve developed relationships with clergy and 
religious leaders from a variety of faith backgrounds. Together this past year we toured the 
Mormon Temple, had a worship service for peace in Ukraine, shared in an interfaith happy hour, 
and held meetings on topics ranging from justice issues to evolution in church membership. I 
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now have relationships with people from the Bahai faith, from the evangelical tradition, from a 
reconstructionist Jewish synagogue. In May, I participated in a three-session interfaith 
educational offering.  
 
I have also again served as the secretary of the Alliance for Housing Solutions, a nonprofit 
advocating to increase the supply of affordable housing in Arlington. AHS was started by the late 
Ellen and Bill Bozman, who were Rock Spring members and visionaries, seeing twenty years ago 
how Arlington was becoming unaffordable for so many people.  
 
Poetry 
 
I am thrilled to share that my book of poetry will be coming out very soon! Breaking Into Light is 
a collection of about sixty poems, arranged around five themes. This book exists because of your 
support and encouragement.  
 
Leadership Arlington 
 
I am part of the Leadership Arlington Class of 2023 with a cohort of 42 others. Our class year 
began in September 2022 and continues through our graduation in May 2023. For more on 
Leadership Arlington, check out this link.  
 
Finally, I am changed and charged by the work that I share with my incredible colleagues in 
ministry at the church. This year marks ten years since I first came to Rock Spring as a seminary 
intern. I give thanks for the way our staff team can make each other laugh, help one another see 
more widely, begin again when we have to, lift up the good, and come together to make 
something beautiful from terrible circumstances. I also celebrate the lay leadership of the 
congregation who I have the honor of serving alongside.  
 
Giving thanks, and thanks, and thanks, 
Laura Martin 
 
 
  

https://www.leadercenter.org/leadership-arlington/
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Minister of Faith Formation 
 
Though I have only been a part of Rock Spring for 3 months, I have already been so touched by 
the abundant love and faith of this community! Thank you for warmly welcoming my family and 
me into your midst–we look forward to getting to know you all more in the coming year. 
 
While getting acclimated to my new role, a favorite verse has often come to mind. The Message 
version of Ephesians 3:20 says, “God can do anything, you know—far more than you could ever 
imagine or guess or request in your wildest dreams! God does it not by pushing us around but 
by working within us, the Spirit deeply and gently within us.”  
 
As a young girl in Warrenton, VA, I never dreamed that I would one day see a woman preach or 
be part of a faith tradition that celebrated all kinds of families–let alone that I’d one day return 
to my home state with my family to serve as your Minister of Faith Formation! Still, as Scripture 
tells us, God can do more than we could ever ask for or even imagine. Over and over I’ve been 
reminded that the goodness of God supersedes all of our expectations and preconceived 
notions! I pray that this past year has offered you glimpses of this goodness too. 
 
Perhaps you have seen the goodness of God through our KidsMin programs. Thanks to our 

amazing teachers and caregivers, our nursery program and Sunday 
School classes are back in full swing! Through creative Sunday 
School experiences, our weekly Time for All Ages, and a range of 
exciting intergenerational activities (such as Pumpkin Painting, the 
Advent Event, and our Angels & Shepherds service), an increasing 
number of kids and families are exploring and experiencing life with 
Jesus!  

 
God’s goodness is evident through our thriving Middler and High School YoRS programs as well! 
Each group has been gathering on a biweekly basis to enjoy time together, serve others, and 
honestly explore faith. From participating in the UCC’s Climate Hope Card project and shopping 
for Shelter House, to competing in our “Minute-to-Win-it” 
event and conquering an escape room, our YoRS groups have 
enthusiastically reconvened. The YESS! (Youth Event 
Saturday/Sunday) weekend and resulting youth-led worship 
service was another beautiful testimony of how God is 
working in the lives of our young people! Our Spring calendars 
include even more exciting activities, including the return of 
the Lock-In and art workshops with Molly McCracken, and this summer, many YoRS participants 
will be going on a mission trip to Albuquerque, NM to continue learning and serving. 
 
Many of you have also experienced God’s presence through Adult Education programs. 
Thoughtful facilitators have offered a myriad of book discussions, Bible studies, and small groups 
that have helped members and friends of Rock Spring connect more deeply with one another 
and the Sacred. Special events like Artful Faith and the Till movie screening/discussion provided 
additional opportunities for fellowship and reflection.  
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Personally, I have seen God most clearly through all of you, the people of Rock Spring! I could 
not have asked for a more creative, kind, and collaborative team 
than the Rock Spring staff. What a gift to serve alongside each of 
you! Similarly, I could not have imagined a better group of lay 
leaders! It’s been a joy to work with the entire CE Board, and I 
feel particularly appreciative of the support Katie Hopkins (Chair) 
and Rev. Kathleen Moore (Interim Director of Faith Formation) 
provided throughout my first months here.  
 

As I look ahead to the coming year, I recognize that one of the biggest challenges we face is the 
ongoing volunteer shortage, from nursery and Sunday School to YoRS and Adult Ed. Still, just as 
we have witnessed the faithfulness and goodness of God this year, I believe that God is going to 
continue to surpass our wildest dreams through all of you! If you feel the Spirit gently tugging on 
your heart, please be in touch. I’d love to explore how you are being called to serve! 
 
As Ephesians says, “God can do anything,” and I will be forever grateful that God chose to bring 
me here.  
 
With love and appreciation, 
Hannah Sachs 
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Director of Music 
Counting our blessings! 

 
2022 has reminded all musicians to count their blessings! We finally were able to be in person 
(with a little COVID hiccup here and there) for extended periods of time. With the assistance of 
our three section leaders (Ashton Worley, David Miranda, and Eduardo Castro), our volunteer 
singers regained their musical footing and brought some wonderful performances, albeit 
masked, to Rock Spring! Our bell choir also continued to ring in worship with more frequency, 
and we saw the return of our youngest singers, the Choristers, in person. 
 
The Clarion Brass, choir, and organ, playing and singing in the 
sanctuary brought many tears on Easter Sunday. We really felt our 
collective presence and our joy-filled worship community after two 
Easter Sundays of a pared down musical presence. We truly rejoiced 
and sang our “alleluias” with enthusiasm. The summer brought small 
ensemble singing to worship, which allowed us to welcome singers 
who wanted to contribute in different ways than during the program 
year. We were thrilled to have Rock Spring youth playing instruments 
and creating the RS Youth Orchestra. The fall “YESS!” (Youth Event 
Saturday/Sunday) weekend highlighted the talent of our high school singers and musicians, and 
Ed and I were glad to help craft the musical contributions to the youth-led worship service. We 
anticipate more “YESS” weekends in 2023. 
 
In the fall of 2022, we began a new program year with a new rehearsal opportunity for singers: 
“Choir Boost” on Sundays for a ½ hour after worship. This rehearsal allows those who cannot 
come to Thursday night rehearsals to still be part of our sanctuary Choir. It has been particularly 
helpful to those who have children of Choristers as the two rehearsals run simultaneously. 
Eduardo Castro, who had been a professional section leader, morphed his talents into becoming 
our music assistant and is leading this new offering along with Ed Roberts. 

 
A variety of music and varied types of ensembles has always been a priority 
of the music department. Ed and I are always looking for and trying to bring 
new, interesting, and relevant music to worship. We also bring the classics 
back to help integrate with the messages and themes of worship. Having a 
great worship team to work with makes this so much easier and smoother, 
as we all work together to create a cohesive, seamless service every week. 
 

Our Christmas offering on the second Sunday of Advent was a particular highlight for the 
sanctuary Choir. String quartet, flutes, organ, and choir brought Kuhnau’s Christmas cantata 
“For Us a Child is Born” in worship. This really showed how successful our “Choir Boost” 
rehearsals had been as singers who primarily came to “boost” rehearsals were able to be 
confident and strong singers through the Sunday rehearsals and their own practice at home. 
 
Adaption has been the key for musicians this year, and with the support of the congregation, 
music committee, and staff, we have been able to see some surprising and wonderful results. 
 
Elizabeth Kluegel Niblock  
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Church Administrator 
As I sat down to write this report, I was surprised to realize that it has both already been and 
only been six months since I began as Rock Spring’s Church Administrator. It has been a 
whirlwind! This newly created position has four main areas of focus: communications, 
scheduling, facilities, and general administration. It is nearly impossible to give each of them the 
full attention they deserve each week, but I believe we’re making progress in each area. 
 
Communications: Rock Spring strives to communicate in a wide variety of ways –bulletins, 
announcements (oral & visual), the periodic Rock Spring News, emails, texts, social media, and 
more. We are working hard to streamline these processes, ensure consistency of information 
across all platforms, and do a better job of providing context and making connections between 
all of the church’s programs, ministries, and missions. We have a compelling story to tell! 
 
Scheduling: Rock Spring has a beautiful, accessible, and increasingly green campus thanks to the 
investments the congregation has made in our facilities. We are seeing an uptick in both 
congregational use, community use (we now host the regular meetings of 6 separate Scout 
troops!), and rentals. The rentals are an important source of income, and in 2022, the Property 
Board reviewed Rock Spring’s rental fees in comparison to similar facilities. The Board adopted 
an increase in non-member rental fees to bring us more in line with prevailing rates. 
 
Facilities: One of the great joys of this position is working with the Property Board and our 
facilities manager Sarah Steel. Their attention to detail, willingness to 
roll up their sleeves and get things done, and their ability to find 
creative (and cost-effective) solutions is second-to-none. I have spent 
a considerable amount of my initial time in this position in the weeds 
of the Property Board’s budget, successfully identifying several 
significant areas of savings. In 2023, I look forward to working with the 
Board to do some longer-term visioning and planning as we work 
towards Net Zero and being excellent stewards of this campus. 
 
General Administration: This category is broad and ever-shifting – the quintessential “other 
duties as assigned” bucket! After several years of discontinuity in our office staffing, there have 
been many knots to untangle. Along with our incredible bookkeeper, Kathryn Grams, and lay 
leaders, I have been working to implement standard processes for staff onboarding, records 
retention, supply ordering, database management, and more. While none of these efforts 
should be front page news, their development will position Rock Spring volunteers and staff to 
expend less effort on administrative tasks and allow greater focus on mission. 
 
I thank Jack Ebeler, Susan Geiger, Bethany Good, Martha Jolkovski, and Barb Keish for so 
generously sharing their time and talents in the office. I am grateful to Peter Geiger who has 
walked me through the Property Board’s budget more times than I care to admit, to John 
Overholt & Bob Johnson who spend hours doing whatever needs to be done, Frank Kovzelove 
for his leadership as Chair of the Property Board, and Dean Cretsinger who is assuming that role.  
 
Finally, I remain extraordinarily grateful to the congregation, for enabling me make this pivot in 
my work, while remaining at Rock Spring.  
Ashley Martinage  
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Reports of the Boards, Committees, Delegates, and Officers 
 

Clerk of the Church 
 
2022 was the third year of largely virtual Church Council meetings and votes, with the return of 
several hybrid and in-person meetings. Thanks to Zoom and email, Council was able to carry on 
routinely in 2022.  
 
Congregational Meetings 
Rock Spring held two Congregational meetings in 2022. The Annual Congregational Meeting on 
Sunday, January 30, 2022 was held by Zoom. The Congregation also held a hybrid meeting on 
Sunday, October 30, 2022 for the annual Budget Goals meeting, at which the participants 
reviewed and discussed the new giving campaign, themed What Is Your Why?, and the 
proposed 2023 budget. Minutes for both meetings are included at the end of the 2022 Annual 
Report for approval at the January 2023 Annual Congregational Meeting.  
 
Conducting Church Council Business 
Council meets on third Tuesday evenings and votes on pressing matters by email between 
meetings, as needed. Minutes and e-votes are posted on Rock Spring’s Dropbox site. In 2022, 
Council met 11 times (no meeting in July); due to COVID-19 precautions, most meetings were by 
Zoom, though a few were hybrid. In addition, Council made decisions by e-vote three times: 
02/07/2022, resuming in-person worship services at Phase 3 on February 27; 03/04/2022, 
transitioning to Phase 4 operating status on March 13; and 07/24/2022, approval of Hannah’s 
contract as Minister of Faith Formation.  
 
Faithfully submitted,  
Vince Meehan, Clerk of the Church 
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2022 Detailed Membership and Related Information 
 
Membership at 12/31/2021: 528 
(includes Associate Members) 
 
Additions During 2022: 17 

Members Added: 9 
Confirmed Youth Added: 8 
Associate Members Added: 0 

 
Losses During 2022: 8 

Member Deaths: 6 
Transferred Membership: 2 

 
Database Updates: 3 
 
Membership at 12/31/2022: 534 
(includes Associate Members) 
 
New Members: 
*denotes confirmed youth 
Hannah Dannenfelser 
*Julian Hopewell 
Irving Lachow 
*Aidan Lohmeyer 
*Eleanor Meehan 
*Henry Meehan 
*Sam Nolan 
Brian Quint 
Rachana Quint 
Alexandria Radford 
Zach Radford 
*Connor Rogers 
Stefanie Schmidt 
Peter Thielen 
Jesse Vasquez Thielen 
*Dylan Yeo 
*Hannah Zamary 
 

Member Deaths: 
(Date of death indicated) 
^Denotes memorial service held at Rock Spring 
Joanne Booth (4/28/2022) 
Daisy Dobeck (9/23/2022) 
^David “Ken” Harbinson (1/18/2022) 
^Kay (Emily Kay) Jolkovski (12/5/2022) 
^Barbara Kinney (11/24/2022) 
^Greta Lahr (10/14/2022) 
 
Other Memorial Services at Rock Spring 
(Date of service indicated) 
Larry Workman (10/1/2022) 
Jean Adams (11/5/2022) 
 
Interments at Memorial Terrace 
(Date of interment indicated) 
+Denotes member 
Christopher Adams (11/5/2022) 
Jean Adams (11/5/2022) 
+Stephen “Steve” Emery (8/20/2022) 
+David “Ken” Harbinson (9/17/2022) 
+Greta Lahr (11/19/2022) 
 
Transferred Membership 
Ann Baker 
Anne Depenbrock 
 
Births 
Elizabeth Conover (7/5/2022) 
 
Baptisms (0) 
 
Marriages 
*Denotes member 
Aja Puopolo & Darryl Groves (9/3/2022) 
*Denise Sisson & Jeff Hogarth (11/2/2022) 
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Church Council 
Dear Friends, 
 
As I reflect on 2022, I’m humbled to have represented and served this faith community as 
council chair. I continue to be in awe of our staff, the ministry, our social action, our passion, the 
lay leadership, our thoroughness, our thoughtfulness, and the raw joy and love that is Rock 
Spring. It is a special community and so needed in our world. We had 4 main goals in 2022, 
summarized below along with a short summary of key accomplishments for each one.  
 
Goal #1: Renew our community and create a shared vision for Rock 
Spring's future.  

• We completed the first phase of the Imagine Anew process 
and worked to consolidate the large amount of data and 
information from these sessions. During the annual 
meeting, we will review what we learned and in 2023 the 
council will begin the process of putting these ideas into 
action. I am grateful to all of you who contributed, hosted events, collected the data, 
and provided a rich data set to work with. We are a blessed with lots of good ideas. 

• We kicked off and began preparing for our antiracist local church audit, which will take 
place in 2023. I’m grateful for the work of the racial equity committee, the staff, and all 
the support that got us to this critical point. The work is just beginning, and this will be a 
major focus and effort for us in 2023. 

 

Goal #2: Prayerfully, creatively, and thoughtfully plan evolving programming in all areas of 
ministry to meet the needs of the current congregation as we experience staff transition.   

• We filled the Faith Formation position with an outstanding candidate, while 
rebalancing the duties and roles of other staff members, detailed in several 
communications to the congregation. This further strengthens our operational 
stance while filling critical roles. We have seen a steady increase in children and 
families returning as COVID slowed and our programs ramped back up. I am grateful 
to the Search Committee, Finance Board, Personnel Board, Board of Christian 
Education, and Council for supporting this work in a thoughtful and timely manner.  

 

Goal #3: Celebrate our hybrid capabilities and embrace technology to unify our congregation 
and broaden our ministry.  

• We migrated back to in-person activities while maintaining a high level of support 
for our remote participants. We continue to balance, learn, and evolve our hybrid 
experience. I am appreciative of the input and feedback we received along the way 
that has helped us improve the experience and revector when needed. As I 
communicated previously, going forward, we will continue to actively adjust our 
operational approach to create safe and thoughtful ways to continue our work and 
get this community back together, both in person and virtually. I’m grateful to the 
support from the Reopening Task Force, Property Board (for the IT support), all the 
AV support and the staff for continuing to work this and remain flexible.  
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Goal #4: Infuse hope and healing for these times in everything we do.  
• I feel that hope and healing is a continual process, and I am still 
processing all that has transpired so quickly in the past few years. I know 
many of you are too. I am grateful to the staff, Deacons and all the lay 
leadership who have thoughtfully worked through complex and difficult 
decisions while maintaining our ministry and the support to the 
congregation.  

 
I was not able to attend service on Epiphany Sunday, but Eli (my wife) did, and she picked up a 
star word for me: “allow.” As we move into 2023, I am holding this word in my heart. Allow can 
mean “to give permission” or “to give the necessary time or opportunity for.” This 2nd meaning 
resonated with me. It has meaning for both looking back on 2022 and in moving forward into 
2023. In 2022 we allowed ourselves to process all that was happening while giving time for our 
community to heal and come back together. This year at church has been an exercise in 
preparation filled with patience and laying groundwork. We are looking at things in new and 
different ways. We worked to support the staff and church operations, evolving them for 
improved efficiency and structure. We leaned into our work and began to imagine the next 
phase with the Imagine Anew work. We did all of this while continuing our social justice work, 
including kicking off an antiracist local church audit, and maintaining our existing programs and 
facilities. This is clearly a busy and vibrant ministry. In 2023 we will continue this work with a 
greater urgency and energy, allowing ourselves to grow further into our why. 
 
Recall our strategy from two years ago as we entered the pandemic:  
We seek to create hope and healing by bringing God’s love into the world, our community, 
and lives. Our ever-changing environment demands that we continually breathe new life into 
our ministry and mission.  
 
I think these words are still very true. 
 
May God bless all of you and your families. 
Rob Rainhart 
Church Council Chair 
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Board of Christian Education  
The Christian Education Board met quarterly in 2022, with additional ad-hoc meetings in March 
and August. We have offered programming and resources throughout the year in a variety of 
formats, with the goal of meeting the Faith Formation needs of Rock Springers across ages and 
stages. This was a year of transitions in the Faith Formation space at Rock Spring, with new faces 
in our staff and volunteer leadership; new and returning families, children, and youth engaging 
in our classes and programs; new offerings; and resuming some old favorites with fresh 
perspectives after a nearly two-year pandemic hiatus. Throughout this year, the CE Board has 
appreciated the support and engagement of the congregation in leaning into our core value that 
Rock Spring is a Learning Community. 
 
In February of 2022, Council approved Ashley Martinage moving from the Director of Faith 
Formation position to a newly created Church Administrator position, which created an opening 
for the Faith Formation role and signaled that this was going to be another unusual and eventful 
year for the CE Board! A Search Committee was subsequently appointed by Council, comprised 
of representatives from CE, Personnel, Council, YoRS, and Staff (Kathy Morland and Jack Ebeler, 
co-chairs; Katie Hopkins, Amy Ovuka, Susan Alverson, Aidan Lohmeyer, and Kathy Dwyer). Over 
the course of the spring and summer, the Search Committee worked through a process to 
attract, identify, and interview candidates, with thoughtful consideration of congregational 
input and ongoing communications with internal and external stakeholders. In July, the Search 
Committee presented its selected candidate, Hannah Sachs, to Council, and later that month we 
were thrilled to share with the congregation that Hannah would be joining Rock Spring as our 
new Minister of Faith Formation in October. 
 

With Ashley concluding her role in June and Hannah starting in October, 
there was a need for supplemental and transitional Faith Formation 
leadership through the summer and early fall. Two of our CE Board 
members had the precise gifts and skills needed in this time and stepped 
in to provide part-time support: Catherine Maness coordinated our Sunday 
School program, volunteers, and family Faith Formation resources over the 
summer; and Kathleen Moore served as Interim Director of Faith 
Formation from late August through October, leading our Faith Formation 
programming until Hannah’s arrival.  
 

Through all of these changes, we kept up an active calendar of activities for all ages. Some 
highlights included: 
 
Children and Intergenerational 

• In-person Sunday School resumed in early March for children preschool through 5th 
grade. In the spring and summer, we used a “one-room schoolhouse” approach, and 
have expanded to two classrooms this fall, with a goal to be able to expand to three or 
four (which was the pre-pandemic model) in 2023. The nursery has also reopened.  

• We have continued to equip the “Prayground” area in the sanctuary as a “front row 
seat” for our youngest friends, providing an area for children to be comfortable, wiggle, 
and engage in (mostly) quiet activities while in worship. 
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• We once again offered an Easter Story Walk on the front lawn of 
the church, which included several activity stations for attendees 
to explore. This year’s Story Walk featured the book The Mystery of 
Easter by Amelia Richardson Dress. 

• On Sunday, June 12, Ashley’s last week in the Director of Faith 
Formation role, we celebrated Ashley’s ministry and the many 
ways that she has invited, nurtured, and organized faith formation 
for all ages at Rock Spring.  

• During the Budget Goals meeting in October, Hannah and members of the youth group 
offered a Mini Pumpkin Painting Party for the young children. 

• We celebrated the beginning of Advent with an intergenerational craft event where 
people of all ages gathered to make Advent wreaths and Christmas tree ornaments.  

• Throughout the year, our Faith Formation leaders have sent weekly resource emails to 
Rock Spring families, offering connections to the week’s worship themes, book 
suggestions, and other resources.  

Youth 
• The middle and high school Youth of Rock Spring (YoRS) groups met in person in the 

spring and fall. Activities have included an Ice Cream “Sun-Day,” an Escape Room outing, 
bowling, and shopping for holiday gifts for families at Shelter House. 

• In June, Confirmation Sunday featured a worship service led by the 10 members of the 
confirmation class. They designed the service, which included sharing their statements 
of faith as well as the debut of the Rock Spring Youth Orchestra. 

• On October 15th and 16th, we said YESS! to Youth Event Saturday/Sunday, where the 
youth gathered over the weekend to work with Ed, Elizabeth, Hannah, Kathleen Moore, 
and Kathy Dwyer to plan and rehearse a variety of elements for the Sunday morning 
worship service. The service featured creative interpretations and reflections on 
scripture through dance, art, and music by this talented team. 

• In response to popular demand, Hannah identified an opportunity for a High School 
YoRS Summer Mission Trip to Albuquerque, New Mexico next summer to learn about 
and serve among the diverse communities in that area. The trip booked up quickly, and 
fundraising plans are underway in the new year.   

Adults 
• In April, we hosted Dr. Traci Baxley for a workshop based on her book Becoming a Social 

Justice Parent: How to Raise Justice-Minded Kids in an Unjust World. The workshop 
offered practical tools and opportunities for self-reflection 
around ways to not only raise “good” kids, but kids who are able 
to be real activists for social justice.  

• The Women’s Retreat returned in May with the theme “Refilling 
Our Cups,” with the goal of giving Rock Spring women an 
opportunity to spend a few hours filling their own cups and 
(re)connecting to the Rock Spring community. The Retreat was 
held on the Rock Spring campus, followed by a social hour at 
Ashley’s house.  
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• “Mindful Making” with Molly McCracken continued on the first Friday of each month 
through June. The group met virtually, reflecting on various artists and techniques, and 
making art of their own in creative fellowship.  

• In December, Hannah hosted an “Artful Faith” session, a time of close looking, 
discussion, and meditation, utilizing diverse artistic depictions of the Christmas story. 

• Rock Spring continued to partner with Calloway United Methodist Church to continue 
the dialogue initiated in the 2021 Courageous Conversations series. The four Racial 
Equity Action Groups (focused on housing, education, criminal justice, and climate / 
environment) have met throughout 2022 in panel discussions, interactive conversations, 
and action planning around key racial equity issues facing Arlington today. 

• The Book Group read and discussed the books Transcendent Kingdom by Yaa Giyasi and 
No Cure for Being Human by Kate Bowler. 

• The weekly lectionary Bible study and “Bible in Pandemic” group discussions have 
continued, adopting a hybrid in-person and Zoom format, as has the Sunday Great 
Courses video education series. Great Courses topics this year included “Fall of the 
Pagans and the Origins of Medieval Christianity,” and “An Introduction to Judaism.”  

 
In a year with so many moving pieces and people, we have truly been “all hands on deck” for CE, 
with our Board members supporting the Search Committee, coordinating lesson plans and 
classroom materials, teaching Sunday School, volunteering with special events, representing our 
Board on Council, and contributing valuable perspectives and ideas to our programming 
throughout the year. We are grateful for all of the volunteers from the congregation who are 
teaching Sunday School and assisting with YoRS, and for your energy in nurturing our children 
and youth in faith and spirit – while having fun! 
 
I want to thank our board members (Susan Alverson, Todd Kohr, Catherine Maness, Kathleen 
Moore, Kathy Morland, Julie Nolan, and Laura Yeo) for their contributions and leadership during 
this year. On behalf of the committee, I also express our thanks to Ashley Martinage for her 
ministry to Rock Spring and her guidance of our Board over many years and for showing us how 
to live into following “holy nudges.” Thanks also to Catherine and Kathleen for their leadership 
through our “bridge” months, and to Kathy Dwyer for her perspectives in helping us to navigate 
through these changes. And, of course, we warmly welcome Hannah and are grateful for the 
energy, warmth, and creativity that she is already bringing to the Minister of Faith Formation 
role. We are excited to imagine the possibilities in our future together.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Katie Hopkins, Chair 
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Racial Equity Committee  
The Racial Equity Committee (REC) has three objectives which guide our work: 

1. To conduct educational sessions on the issue of racial equity. 

2. To facilitate conversations on race within our congregation and larger community. 

3. To create a structure that allows the congregation to consider the extent of its 
commitment to racial justice and equity, including (and especially) our willingness to 
bear the costs and risks of confronting systemic, institutional, and individual racism.  

In keeping with these objectives, the REC had a busy and very productive year. We started the 
year by continuing our commitment to collaborating with historic partner Calloway United 
Methodist Church on furthering “Courageous Conversations for our Community: How to be an 
Antiracist in Arlington.” Sessions were held virtually, featuring local experts sharing the current 
challenges and perspectives of communities of color on key racial equity issues facing Arlington 
today.   
 
The REC also continued supporting our engagement in Arlington Racial Equity Action Groups 
(REAGs), which enable us to live out our commitment to deepening our education, building 
closer relationships, and taking action in four dedicated areas facing our community. These 
REAG areas are: Education, Criminal Justice, Housing, and Environmental Justice. Towards the 
end of the year, the Environmental Justice REAG disbanded/merged with the Faith Alliance for 
Climate Solutions. We continue to support the remaining three REAGs. 
 
But by far, the highest priority of the Racial Equity Committee in 2022 was our commitment to 
working with the Central Atlantic Conference (CAC) of the UCC on bringing the Antiracist Local 
Church Audit process to Rock Spring, to begin in February of 2023. Preparing the Rock Spring 
community for the audit was our major activity in 2022. The Antiracist Local Church Audit is a 
holistic analysis of every aspect of church and congregational life with the intent to identify ways 
that we, as a church, can raise awareness, build our capacity, challenge white supremacy, and 
take action to deepen our congregation’s commitment to racial equity and justice.  
 
For background, the Central Atlantic Conference’s Antiracist Local Church Audit Tool was 
developed by a small group of trained CAC Ministers and has been piloted with several 
congregations in our area. Since early 2022, the REC has been in conversation with the CAC and 
those congregations that have piloted the audit tool and process to explore whether the audit 
process is right for our congregation. We heard from those with whom we spoke that the 
process has integrity, meaning it is based on evidence and is well-documented and researched. 
All reported that it has been valuable in helping their congregations chart an action plan for the 
future and deepen their commitment to racial equity in real and measurable ways. In addition, 
all participating congregations have found – or are finding – elements within their church that 
currently demonstrate their commitment to racial equity as well as weaknesses – or 
opportunities – to address elements of exclusion within their church or congregation. The 
process has led to plans that identify concrete actions churches can take to increase their 
inclusivity and reduce the barriers to racial equity.  
 
Based on our research, the REC agreed to make this our top Racial Equity Committee priority. In 
April, the Racial Equity Committee went before the Church Council to recommend that in the 
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coming year (2023) Rock Spring complete the Central Atlantic Conference Antiracist Local 
Church Audit to raise awareness, build capacity, challenge white supremacy, and take action to 
deepen our congregation’s commitment to racial equity and justice. Council gave its support for 
this effort and since that time, we have been working with the CAC to prepare our church for 
this intensive process, identify trained facilitators, and adapt the tool for our use. 
 
Rock Spring will be the largest and most complex congregation to undertake the audit process, 
and we will have a key role to play in the audit tool’s further development and roll-out within 
our denomination. We are excited about this partnership with the CAC. The Audit tool and 
process has only been piloted in congregations that are significantly smaller than ours. With 
each pilot, the tool is improved and adapted. Most recently, in preparation for Rock Spring’s 
roll-out of the Audit process in early 2023, the Audit Tool developers adapted the Tool and 
created a Readiness Module, to help prepare our congregation for the Audit process and ensure 
our success in its implementation. Rock Spring will be the first church to go through the 
readiness process, and we will participate in its adaptation for future congregations.   
 
We are working closely with CAC Associate Conference Minister Rev. Marvin Silver who will help 
us navigate the Audit process. He has identified two additional trained facilitators, Rev. Anne 
Holmes and Rev. Gerry Hanberry, who, under Rev. Silver’s guidance, will take our congregation 
through the readiness and audit processes. 
 
At of the end of the church year, the Committee was comprised of 10 members (Leslie Atkins, 
Marinetta Cannito, Ken Feltman, Elizabeth Howard, Kathleen Kline Moore, Gerri Ratliff, Amy 
Bergner, Carrie Hessler Radelet, Marty Swaim, and Sharon Williams), with Kathy Dwyer and 
Ashley Martinage serving as staff liaisons. 
 
We look forward to supporting Rock Spring through the ground-breaking Antiracist Local Church 
Readiness and Audit processes in 2023, as we continue to learn, grow, and commit ourselves, as 
disciples of Christ, to the work of racial justice and equity.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Carrie Hessler Radelet, Committee Facilitator 
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Rohrer Memorial Library Committee 
During the 2022 Fiscal Year, the Library Committee met eight times for book selection. We 
added 93 new books mostly to our adult libraries. These are purchases by the committee and 
donations that the committee voted to accept. In addition, we catalogued, prepared, and 
shelved over 179 children’s books that were donated to us primarily from Ashley Martinage who 
had used them in her role as the Director of Faith Formation.  
 
We also met for 8 workdays during which we readied books for the shelf by putting on 
dustcovers, book pockets, bar codes, spine labels, entering them in our catalog, and placing 
them on the shelves. This fall, members spent additional time removing books from the 
nonfiction section that had not been checked out recently. This culling is necessary so that we 
have space for new books. We moved the books from the library to the Saegmuller room and 
offered them to the congregation for free on the first two Sundays of December. Many books 
were “adopted” and the remainder were donated to the Good Will charity.  
 
As always, our committee strives to provide meaningful works that the members of the 
congregation can enjoy reading. And remember that while the books have to be returned to the 
library, you get to keep the ideas they contain. Thank you to our committee members for their 
hard work: Nancy Buchholz, Karin Croft, Carolyn Ebeler, Pamelia Henriksen, Gail Howell, Daena 
Kluegel, LuAnn Kressley, Judy McDowell, and Ann Zuniga. A special thanks to others who have 
helped with book transactions and with the moving of culled books. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Diana Johnson, Chair 
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Board of Deacons 
The Board of Deacons is tasked with working with the pastors to support the worship service 
and all its components, to support the pastors as they minister to the spiritual needs of the 
congregation, and to assist with the preparation and administration of the sacraments. Among 
their duties, Deacons organize and recruit servers for the weekly Sunday hospitality hours, 
prepare and serve communion, recruit ushers/greeters, honor Heritage Members, welcome new 
members into the Church and administer and participate in programs which focus on 
congregational care. In person Sunday services and other events held on site continue to require 
masking for the care and protection of the congregation. Some activities, especially full board 
and team meetings, are held through Zoom. Some activities will continue in Zoom or a hybrid 
format while others may lend themselves to small in-person gatherings. In this way we hope to 
engage as many Rock Spring members and friends as possible in the life of our community. We 
continue to look for ways to support worship services, care for one another, and adapt our roles 
to ensure the safety of our community.  

Worship Engagement 

Six deacons and Kathy Dwyer formed the 2022 worship engagement team whose mission is to 
support the pastors as they lead the congregation in worship. They also provide a forum for 
discussion and feedback on matters pertaining to the worship experience.  

Once we were back in the sanctuary, the roles of greeter and usher were merged under Will 
Martyn’s direction. The usher/greeter volunteers welcome the congregation, help those in 
need of assistance, crack the windows for ventilation when needed, and offer masks to those 
who might forget them. 

With Karin Croft as point person, communion continues to be celebrated under a welcoming 
and safe protocol. Plates of bread (including gluten-free) and carousels of juice in disposable 
cups are offered by the pastors and volunteer deacons stationed at the head of the main aisle. 
The transepts and the choir (if seated in the chancel) are served separately and there is at 
least one volunteer “rover” to serve those who choose to remain seated.  The communion 
team thanks Martha Jolkovski for her faithful service in baking the communion bread.  

Altar Flower donations updated the name to Sanctuary Flowers in order to better reflect their 
current display of flowers in the sanctuary for in-person and online worship. Angela Manning 
coordinated with the flower donors to ensure they had the information they needed to 

procure flowers. Jen Keefer maintained the Sign Up Genius to 
gather weekly flower donors through early December 2022. 
For future Sign Ups, Jen Keefer has coordinated with Ashley 
Martinage to consolidate sign ups with the Church’s upgraded 
Sign Up Genius account with premium features, such as 
automatic custom reminders with attached documents.  

Diana Maxwell took on leadership of a “sanctuary and the 
arts” focus this year. Under her guidance and with much 

volunteer support, the church was enriched throughout the Advent and Christmas season.  

Online worship continued to draw live-stream viewers from around the world.  See the 
Property Board report for more.  
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Congregational Care 

Outdoor Hospitality continued through the Spring, Summer and 
Fall of 2022. At the recommendation of the Reopening Task Force 
and Council, Hospitality paused for the winter months due to 
increased illnesses and the logistics of setting up and providing 
coffee outdoors. We encouraged members to gather at other 
events for socialization during the winter months. Coffee Hour 
continued to be hosted by a group of volunteer hosts on a rotating 
basis, known as the Coffee Crew. They provided experience in the 
set up and logistics. We are looking for additional coffee crew 
hosts to be added in the Spring.  

In addition, congregational care deacons provided supportive visits, check-in phone calls, 
holiday cheer outreach, and other ways of support to members and friends of the church. In 
December, we went Christmas caroling to local senior residences and members’ houses. In 
January, we organized an after-church cooking event to make meals for Rock Spring members, 
including ones recovering from illness and expecting a new baby.  

The Stephen Ministry program continues to carry out its mission of ministering to individuals 
in need of support, with 5 ministers (Gail Howell, Carolyn Ebeler, Doug Bergner, Frank 
Kovzelove and Susan Limberg) under the leadership of trainers Ellen Swain and Kathy Krogh. 
We are grateful for the impact of this ministry.  

The Prayer Letter coordinated by Gail Howell has continued as a virtual offering emailed to 
the prayer circle. Additional prayer requests are collected in worship each week via texts to 
the prayer phone.  

The Card Ministry, coordinated by Betsy Withycombe, continues to reach out every month to 
offer comfort and encouragement, sympathy cards, and cards of congratulations. Messages of 
support were particularly appreciated by many members who remain isolated.   

The Handmade Ministry, led by Peggy Greenwood, has continued to create prayer shawls, 
hats, and some blankets. In 2022, handmade ministers knit/crocheted more than 50 shawls. 
They were distributed to more than a dozen people, including members and friends of the 
church throughout the country. Another twenty prayer shawls were donated to Virginia 
Hospital Center’s chaplain’s office.  

The Memory Café, begun in 2018, and facilitated by a professional social worker, has 
continued virtually this year. The Café offers support for people living with memory challenges 
and their partners/caregivers. The facilitator has also created a separate weekly men’s group 
and also runs a caregiver support group for partners. 

This year a new group started. Called JOY (Just Older Youngsters), the Senior Singles group 
welcomes anyone who is single and looking for a social connection with others in the same 
demographic. In 2022, the group had outings to restaurants and the symphony and hosted a 
volunteer Bingo activity at Culpepper Garden. 

Heritage Sunday  

The 2022 Heritage Sunday celebration included special worship, cards of appreciation to 
Heritage Members, and a robust hospitality offering of lunch served on high-top tables. We 
extend appreciation to Jack and Carolyn Ebeler for their leadership, and to Nancy Battle, Barbara 
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Barton, and Margaret Miller for their support of the special event. Following the lunch, 
members delivered plates of food to Heritage Members and friends who were unable to attend.  

Sacred Circles and Covenant Groups 

Sacred Circles of women from Rock Spring continued to meet. There are now 10 active sacred 
circles. Circles met through Zoom and some returned to in-person meetings this year.  Some 
circles include former Rock Spring members who had moved out of the area and can now 
participate in this virtual format.  

Thanks to the efforts of Don Manning, Bob Harris, and Vince Meehan, there are now three 
men’s covenant groups that meet monthly. 

Bloodmobile 

Rock Spring hosted three blood drives in 2022, leading to more than 100 pints of blood 
collected. These donations are used to help more than 600 individuals.  We appreciate Hugh and 
Barbara Barton, Gail and John Howell, and Laura Watchman for their leadership in the 
coordination and volunteering. 

Laura Martin and Kathy Dwyer provided guidance and leadership during the year to Deacons as 
whole, as well as the newly formed Congregational Care and Worship Engagement subgroups. 
These subgroups allowed Deacons members to focus their efforts in areas of interest and 
strength. Meetings were held as the entire Deacons group and as individual subgroups, while 
sharing notes to keep everyone informed.  

We are grateful to Susan Limberg (Co-Chair), Betsey Wildhack, Judy Johnson, and Angela 
Manning for their years of participation on the Deacons Board. Continuing on Deacons for 2023 
are Karin Croft, Jen Keefer, Don Manning, Will Martyn, Lynn Miller, Stacie Northrup, Jean Webb, 
Diana Maxwell and Amanda Roman.  

Respectfully Submitted, 
Jen Keeefer, Co-Chair  
Susan Limberg, Co-Chair 
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Board of Personnel 
In 2022, the Personnel Board supported Rock Spring’s mission and vision through another year 
of challenges and change. We give thanks to our highly talented and valued staff for their 
ministry, creativity, dedication, inspiration, and care. During this year, the Personnel Board: 
 
Researched and developed a plan for a staff reorganization, including alternative staffing 

models, job descriptions, and budgets to address critical 
gaps in church administration, communications, faith 
formation, and other key positions.  
 
Hired Ashley Martinage as our full-time Church 
Administrator and Hannah Sachs as our Minister of Faith 
Formation, with significant involvement in and leadership of 
the Search Committee for the Faith Formation position.  
 

Created new material and practices around pastoral sabbaticals and supported Rev Martin’s 
sabbatical. 
 
Supported staffing issues as needed, including temporary coverage during sabbatical, vacations, 
nursery, and faith formation vacancy. 
 
Advocated for and supported enhanced financial controls and oversight around onboarding 
newly hired employees and personnel-related expenses and supported efforts to address 
outstanding issues with the UCC Pension Board. 
 
We are so thankful for the continued ministry and talents of Kathy, Laura, Hannah, Ashley, 
Elizabeth, Ed and others outside the direct purview of the Personnel Board. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Amy Bergner, Chair 
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Property Board 
The Property Board worked on a wide variety of issues and 
emergency actions to maintain and improve the campus, including a 
number of repairs that were partially the result of nearly two years 
of unuse. The Property Board addressed an extensive list of one-off 
maintenance issues and took advantage of our lower-than-pre-
pandemic campus use to address repairs. 

Audio Visual: In March, screens and projectors were installed in the sanctuary to allow for 
enhanced hybrid-worship capabilities. Corbett Technology Solutions, Inc. (CTSI) came out 
several times to readjust the sanctuary sound system. We replaced one headset microphone 
and added a screen at the rear of the sanctuary. We remain in discussion about replacing some 
of our video equipment to allow for “lower-third graphics capabilities,” which would allow 
viewers to see both words AND pictures on the screens at the same time. This would enhance 
worship for both at-home and in-person participants.  

Audio Visual Metrics: Rock Spring continues to have viewers streaming our worship services 
from around the world (including Australia, India, Ireland, the UK, and the Netherlands) and 
around the US. About 1/3 of our nearly 20,000 “views” are on-demand, while the rest are 
watching in real time. (Note that some views last less than a minute, while others watch 
beginning to end; they also can’t capture multiple people watching from the same IP address.) 

Carpenter Hall & Neighborhood House: Built by Bennet completed roof repairs between 
Carpenter Hall and Neighborhood House. In addition, plumbing repairs to faucets & 
showerheads, dishwasher, refrigerator, and the HVAC system were completed. 

Clore Wooden Chairs: With the replacement of the choir chairs several years ago, the church 
had about 30 Clore wooden chairs that were no longer needed. We offered them for sale to the 
congregation for $50 each, with all proceeds donated to Welcome the Stranger fund. 

COVID-19 Protocols: The Property Board continued to collaborate with the Reopening 
Task Force and Church Council to regulate building use of the campus/facility as issues & 
concerns arise. 

Exterior Door: The Property Board purchased a new exterior door for the Admin Area. Southern 
Specialty did the initial installation and was unsuccessful because of a defective door. The door 
was a special order, because of its size, and was re-ordered. The final installation took place in 
the May timeframe. Special thanks to John Howell for his painting efforts. 

IT Contracts: Communication consulting and the second-year website redevelopment 
continued. A new laptop (MacBook Air) was purchased and configured for Hannah Sachs, 
our new Minister of Faith Formation. 

Facility Use: Rock Spring continues to move back towards pre-pandemic campus use levels. We 
have seen an increase in community rentals as well as use by the congregation. In June, we 
hosted our first mission trip, with 42 youth and adults using Neighborhood House and Carpenter 
Hall for 5 days. It was a tremendous success, but also a steep learning curve about all that goes 
into housing a group. We again hosted the Friends of Urban Agriculture’s Produce Packing effort 
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as a community service, and now have 6 Scout troops using our facilities. The Board reviewed 
Rock Spring’s non-member rental rates and adopted new fees. 

Floor Waxing: T&G Commercial cleaning was contracted to strip and wax the floors in the 
sanctuary, administrative area, Neighborhood House/ Carpenter Hall, and lower preschool. 
Many of these areas, especially the sanctuary, had not been addressed in a number of years. 
The cost of that work was more than $10K. 

Grounds Maintenance: The Davey Tree Company quickly managed a fallen locust tree at the 
back of Carpenter Hall. Arlington County conducted the yearly inspection 
of the Storm Water Management System. Weiler’s Landscaping not only 
did our weekly lawn mowing, but they were primarily responsible for 
spring clean-up activities around the campus. As part of our fall clean-up 
activity, Boy Scout Troop 106 was joined by members of Girl Scout Troop 
60160 and Cub Scout Pack 2473's Tiger Pack. They did a splendid job 
raking and bagging leaves. Bob Johnson purchased and planted new 
plants for the bioretention basin. This item potentially will earn tax 
credits for the new stormwater fee that we expected to be implemented 
by Arlington County in 2023. 

Net-Zero Project: Rock Spring was granted PTO (Permission to Operate) our solar panels 
in late-March. See the full report on Page 29. 

New Roof: The roof between sanctuary and Hunter Building has been leaking for some time. A 
contract was awarded to “Built by Bennet” to install a Firestone roof system. No leaks have 
since been detected, even after heavy downpours. The cost of repair was approximately $20K  

Parsonage: Trademasters Service Corp. was called in to repair the Parsonage HVAC system 
(including replacing the blower motor) on 30 July 2022. Repairs were also attempted to the 
oven in the Parsonage, but it continues to malfunction. 

Replacement Windows for Neighborhood House & Parsonage: Sarah Steel & Dean Cretsinger 
have conducted a survey of windows in both Neighborhood House & the Parsonage, in 
anticipation of Phase 2 of the Net Zero project. Some estimates have been received, and the 
Board continues to review options. 

Waste Line Backup: The main waste line backed-up and flooded the boiler room with 
wastewater, leading to significant expenditures for repair and cleanup. The Board investigated 
several options to address the underlying problem, a “belly” that has developed in the pipe. 
Replacement of the pipe is estimated to be more than $50K and would harm the Willow Oak 
tree. An alternative proposal to “jet wash” the waste line twice yearly was approved by the 
Property Board on a trial basis, with the hope that this will keep the problem from recurring.  

Website Development: Work continues by Theory One on upgrading the Rock Spring  
website. This upgrade consists of website development, training, maintenance, and 
communications consulting.  

Respectfully Submitted, 
Frank Kovzelove, Chair  
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Net Zero Project 
2022 showed major progress toward Net Zero at Rock Spring Congregational Church. Some of 
the benefits are hard to quantify, but the examples below show our progress. 
 
NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION 
Natural gas consumption is down drastically, due to improved insulation. Most of the natural 
gas consumption is used for heating and for domestic hot water. The graph below shows the 
dramatic reduction in natural gas consumption for NH over the past two heating periods. The 
heating period runs from November through May. Natural gas consumption during June through 
October is very minimal. 

 
SOLAR PANEL OUTPUT 
The Net Zero Project took another major step this year with the activation of the 119 REC 375-
watt Alpha series solar panels atop the Carpenter Hall roof. 
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In early February Dominion Energy confirmed the installation of our net meter and gave us 
permission to operate (PTO) the solar panels. The solar system was energized March 8, 2022. 
Although Dominion Power connected the system to the grid about February 1, technical issues 
prevented tracking until March 8, and we were at full power by March 30.  Since completion of 
this installation, the panels have produced more than enough power to light the Neighborhood 
House/Carpenter Hall building. During 2022, the panels have produced a total of 44.47 
MegaWatt hours of electricity and supplied 12.7 MegaWatt hours to the grid. From March 
through December 2022, we have not had to pay any electrical bills for the Neighborhood 
House/Carpenter Hall Buildings. In comparison, for the same period in 2020 we paid $4,846 and 
in 2021 we paid $5,752. On January 2, 2023 we received our first payment of $529.94 from 
Dominion Energy from our excess solar energy production! 
 

As a result of our Net Zero efforts, Rock Spring was one of six 
congregations to win the national Interfaith Power & Light (IPL) 2022 
Cool Congregations Challenge. The annual contest accepts applications 
from congregations around the United States who are doing work to 
address global warming by reducing their carbon footprint as they create 
models of sustainability within their communities. 
  
Rock Spring won an Energy Saver award and $1,500 for our work to 
become a net zero campus through energy saving measures, and for our 
educational outreach to the congregation and the wider community. The 

story was also picked up by UCC News and Energy News Now. 

We have also heard from a representative of the U.S. Green Building Council who was one of the 
judges for IPL’s Cool Congregations. USGBC has a lot of resources to help us along our journey 
towards net zero. Based in DC they would love the opportunity to see in ‘real life’ what they 
reviewed on paper in our application, and we will schedule that in the near future. 

The second phase of the Net Zero project, which is not yet funded, would include designing and 
installing building automation, including security, heating and A/C controls, and lighting 
controls; installing new windows in Neighborhood House and the Parsonage; and installing 
shades in the sanctuary windows.  

Respectfully submitted, 
John Overholt 
Peter Geiger 
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Board of Social Action & Mission (SAM) 
 
In 2022, SAM continued to recognize and respond to social justice issues of Christian concern. In 
this year of multiple pandemics—COVID, racism, massive inequality, climate change, war—SAM 
focused on responding in dynamic, flexible ways and working for a more just world. 
 
Ukraine: With the invasion of Ukraine, SAM responded and engaged the congregation in 
collective action. We hosted a collection of medical supply items that had expansive community 
participation, including from the Rock Spring preschool and Scout troops. We delivered the 
items to St. Andrews Ukrainian Orthodox Church, which has a humanitarian mission in Ukraine. 
In addition, SAM used funds to support Doctors Without Borders, World Central Kitchen, and 
Church World Services for their efforts on the ground.  
 
Justice and Peace Mission Fund: A vote at last year’s annual meeting re-developed the Winfield 
Peace Fund and merged it with another endowment fund to create the Justice and Peace 
Mission Fund. SAM gave attention to criteria, background, and an application process for use 
from the fund. You can read more about that here. 
 
This year, funds from the Justice and Peace Mission Fund were used to support the Blue Ridge 
Abortion Fund, the DC Abortion Fund, and Churches for Middle East Peace (CMEP).  
 
Reproductive Rights Summit: In August, we hosted a reproductive rights summit with panelists 
from the DC Abortion Fund, Blue Ridge Abortion Fund, SACRED (Spiritual Alliance of 
Communities for Reproductive Dignity), local government, and The Center for Common Ground. 
The panel gave an overview of ways that individuals and faith communities can engage in 
advocacy and direct-service work for reproductive rights. In the fall, several members of Rock 
Spring participated in a training sponsored by SACRED and are discerning next steps in this area.  
 
Rise Against Hunger: Our Rise Against Hunger meal packing event was able to return in 2022. 
Dividing the job into two sessions before and after Sunday morning worship allowed us to 
gather safely for this hands-on act of service. Through the multi-generational engagement of our 
congregation, we were able to pack 15,000 meals that were part of 285,120 meals that were 
shipped to the Philippines. The Rise Against Hunger staff said we were one of their most 
organized and engaged congregations. 
 
AFAC (Arlington Food Assistance Center): Rock Springers continued group food packaging 
nights at AFAC, and more than a dozen people toured the expanded facility in the spring. We 
also had concentrated food collection efforts, including a collection of cooking oil during Advent.  
 

Produce Bagging:  Once again Rock Spring served as a host collection site for 
donated produce through the Friends of Urban Agriculture Program. Plot 
Against Hunger gardens donated 7,225 pounds to the Rock Spring Church 
Produce Donation Center, plus over 7,343 pounds directly to pantries, for a 
2022 confirmed total of 14,568 pounds of fresh produce from Arlington 
gardens donated to food pantries for food challenged clients. (Note: we do 
not know the full amount that Plot gardens donated directly to pantries.) In 
addition, the Plot Against Hunger program gleaned (harvested) 39,658 

https://www.rockspringucc.org/justice-and-peace-mission-fund/
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pounds of fresh produce (including 2500 pounds of green beans that were stripped from 
gleaned vines) and donated it to food pantries in our region. Over the season, 237 volunteer 
slots were filled for bagging produce at Rock Spring Church, 245 volunteer slots for gleaning, and 
untold gardener hours were contributed. 
 
SAM Community Partner Grants and Engagement: The SAM Board 
supported the organizations listed below with grants. We thank the 
members of the grants committee who worked so thoughtfully together 
to determine this year’s slate of grantees: Amy Bergner, Bob Harris, Jay 
Fellows, Jennifer Jones, Ashley MacDonald, Diana Maxwell, Kathleen 
Moore, Stefanie Schmidt, Laura Martin, and Sara Dougherty-Jones. 
  
$2,500 Alliance for Housing Solutions  
$500 Arise Campus Ministry 
$3,000 Arlington Food Assistance Center  
$2,500 Arlington Free Clinic  
$1,000 Arlington Friends of Urban    
   Agriculture  
$2,000 Arlington Partnership for Affordable  
   Housing  
$4,000 Arlington Thrive 
$1,000 Aspire! Afterschool Learning  
$3,000 Culmore Clinic 
$500 Bethany House 
$1,500 Caritas 
$1,000 Centreville Immigration Forum  
$3,500 Culpepper Garden 
$2,000 Dream Project 
$2,000 Doorways 
$1,500 Edu-Futuro 
$3,000 EduTutor VA  

$500 Friends of Anacostia Park  
$3,500 Insight Memory Care  
$3,500 Just Neighbors Ministry, Inc.  
$2,000 La Cocina VA  
$1,000 Leadership Center for Excellence  
$2,500 New Hope Housing 
$2,500 OAR of Arlington, Alexandria, and  
   Falls Church  
$2,000 PathForward  
$1,000 Rebuilding Together of Arlington,  
   Fairfax, and Falls Church Inc.  
$3,000 Safe Haven Day Shelter $1,000 Shaw  
   Community Center  
$2,000 Shelter House 
$3,500 Shirlington Employment and  
   Education Center  
$1,000 Virginia Organizing  
$1,500 VOICE  

Mission Projects: Welcoming the Stranger and Global Accelerator Project  
Welcoming the Stranger (WtS): WtS continued to work in partnership with 
the refugee support ministries of Christ Church and Catholic Charities. 
Working with Christ Church, members of Rock Spring worked with 
individual families as members of care teams, helped organize their 
summer picnic for client families, distributed Thanksgiving gifts, and 
participated in planning and hosting a winter celebration dinner. In 
support of Catholic Charities Migrant and Refugee Services, WtS gathered 
school supplies to fill backpacks for the children of client families and 

hosted a summer picnic. In addition, WtS was able to provide financial support to both groups 
totaling $62,000 which helped cover rent for refugee families as well as other expenses. 
 
Green Accelerator Project (GAP): GAP continued to work at the local, regional, international, and 
congregational levels on climate action. GAP supported the Solar Village Project with $20,000 
for their life-changing work bringing solar to India. SVP had a significant and positive impact on 
the communities it serves in 2022, improving healthcare and education through use of clean, 
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renewable energy. SVP installed solar arrays on 12 health clinics in the most impoverished areas 
of northern India, delivering reliable energy to these healthcare facilities and improving the 
quality of care they were able to provide. These clinics collectively serve over 200,000 people—
and while urgent care is required 24/7, the existing grid often operates for only 12 hours. With 
solar arrays, the clinics now have power whenever it’s needed for surgery and emergency 
treatment. At the largest clinic, SVP installed a solar water filtration system to remove high 
levels of arsenic in the water. SVP provided a water filtration system and a 5 kW solar array to a 
school with over 500 students, improving the living and learning conditions for these students. 
Through its micro-finance program, over 180 energy impoverished households and small 
businesses now have access to lifesaving solar power. These accomplishments were made 
possible thanks to the generous support of Rock Spring UCC over many years, which has given 
SVP the momentum to grow its programs and build capacity to secure support from other 
foundations, enabling SVP to expand its impact. Thanks to Rock Spring, SVP is now in a position 
to significantly scale up all of its programs. In 2023, SVP’s goal is to install solar arrays at 40 
schools and 10 health clinics, and to provide 1,000 micro-finance installations in homes and 
businesses—with the level of funding being the only barrier to increasing numbers. 

GAP hosted another annual stream clean up in the fall with Eco Action Arlington, and this 
intergenerational event drew participants from age 4-82! We have also had another member 
train as an Energy Master with Eco Action Arlington.  

GAP continued to support the work of the Faith Alliance for Climate Solutions, including monthly 
Arlington Hub Meetings, and with Interfaith Power and Light, DMV, for advocacy and action.  

In addition, Laura Watchman serves as a representative on the national UCC Council on Climate 
Justice and has been engaged in regional climate justice work. 

Indigenous Equity: During the Summer, three Sunday worship services focused on themes 
central to indigenous equity: Creation Stories, Doctrine of Discovery, and the Land Back 
Movement. The services were intergenerational and featured storytellers, videos, music, and 
poems. In October for Indigenous Peoples Day, the group took a walk with church and 
community members at Bon Air Park in Arlington. The focus was the role of indigenous peoples 
in climate action. Through prayer, singing, poetry, and meditative silence, the group re-centered 
themselves and shared what they observed about the way the wind moved through the trees, 
the birds’ calls, and the sound of footsteps. 

SEEC: Currently two groups of volunteers provide sandwiches and other fixings to SEEC on the 
second and fourth Tuesday of each month. Most months, we served approximately 60 bagged 
lunches to the day laborers that SEEC supports. Jay Fellows coordinates the fourth Tuesday 
preparations and Don Johnson coordinates the second Tuesday. Suzy Lohmeyer has also 
become a Rock Spring representative on the SEEC Board of Directors. In November, the 
congregation collected over 100 sweatshirts and pairs of socks for SEEC. 
 
Safe Haven: Rock Spring provides lunch on the third Thursday of each month in conjunction with 
the Safe Haven program at First Christian Church. Volunteers work from the Rock Spring kitchen 
to prepare a lunch for up to 200 individuals who gather outside at First Christian Church. Don 
Johnson coordinates the preparations. In addition, Margaret Miller and Stacie Northrup 
regularly provide dozens of cookies and brownies to Safe Haven.  
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Faith and Democracy: The Faith and Democracy Committee was highly engaged in efforts 
relating to the November 2022 election. (1) More than 30 Rock Springers participated in the 
Center for Common Ground's Reclaim the Vote effort to send postcards to voters of color in 
several states, sending over 2700 encouraging postcards to voters in Virginia and Florida 
providing information on early voting and the issues that were at stake. We gave 300 postcards 
to the Arise Campus Ministry at George Mason University so GMU students could participate in 
the effort, and did some voter texting. (2) Rock Springers participated in the voter registration 
training provided by the Center for Common Ground and a registration event hosted by 
Callaway United Methodist Church. (3) We celebrated Faith and Democracy Sunday on 
September 11 with Rev. Marvin Silver, the leader of the Central Atlantic Conference's Justice 
and Witness Program, preaching. At coffee hour we provided the opportunity to check voter 
registration and to write postcards. (4) We provided information to Rock Springers about early 
voting, voting by mail, ways to check voter registration, and more. We also advertised the 
Virginia NAACP's October 30 Souls to the Polls event.  
 
Congregation Action Network: The SAM Board designated $4,000/year to the Congregation 
Action Network (formerly Sanctuary DMV) beginning in 2021, as part of CAN’s new organizing 
membership model. We have continued to engage with CAN in advocating for changes in 
immigration policy and ending the over-incarceration of people of color. Laura participated in a 
vigil for a pathway to citizenship, expansion of DACA and TPS. 
 
The Dream Project: SAM hosted a “meet and greet” with The Dream Project which allowed our 
members to learn more about the work of the Project and how they creatively and expansively 
support undocumented students in pursuing higher education.  
 
Global Missions/Olive Oil Ministry: Rock Spring sold over $1,000 worth of olive oil, tapenade, 
soap and related goods. These sales benefit the Olive Oil Ministry of 36 congregations in the 
region, which supports Playgrounds for Palestine, Tent of Nations, and other Palestinian 
partners and those working for a just peace and humanitarian services in the Holy Land. Rock 
Spring members also participated in webinars/sessions by Churches for Middle East Peace.  
 
Memberships: Memberships to Bread for the World, Equality Virginia, Churches for Middle East 
Peace, and the National Religious Campaign Against Torture were all renewed. 

 
Crop Walk: The Crop Walk took place in person this year for the first time in two years. Rock 
Springers supported the walk both in person and financially. Contributions from the walk were 
directed to AFAC and Church World Service. 
 
Donation collections: SAM collected linens for Path Forward and New Hope Housing in Advent.  
 
Special Offerings: SAM continued to support the UCC’s special offerings: Our Church’s Wider 
Mission (OCWM), One Great Hour of Sharing (OGHS), Neighbors in Need (NIN), Strengthen the 
Church, and the Christmas Fund. OCWM funds are built into SAM’s budget from the church’s 
designated 20% that is shared beyond our doors. The other special offerings are taken at a 
particular time of year, and SAM coordinates special offering letters to go out for each one. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
JJ Gardiner, Chair, SAM, and Laura Martin, Associate Pastor  
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Music Committee 
 

You are not alone. 
Make my life an Alleluia. 

For unto us a child is born. 
Christ the Lord is Risen today. 
In the bulb, there is a flower. 

 
As I reflect on the 2022 music program year, I have in my head many lines of music and pictures 
of our in-person community praising God through song and music. I wait all year to stand in a 
sun-filled sanctuary to join with a community to sing “Christ the Lord is Risen Today.” Doing so 
with so many of you this year, together, along with the Clarion Brass, was one of the highlights 
of my 2022. 
 
What a diverse and wonderful—though not without its opportunities for growth and trying new 
things! — year it has been. Pivoting, experimentation, growth—these are the words that come 
to mind for 2022 for the music program at Rock Spring.  
 
The addition of “Choir Boost” on Sunday mornings is one example of the experimentation of this 
last year—acknowledging that there are some for whom a Thursday night in-person rehearsal 
may not be possible. Continuing additional staff support for Elizabeth and Ed has allowed this 
new offering to continue in addition to the return of in-person Choristers on Sunday mornings.  

 
As a mother of young kids, I am very grateful for the return to 
in-person Choristers, and the way it brings the youngest to be 
part of our worship. My heart still sings and is in awe of the 
musical talents of our youth and young people and gratitude 
for those who organized them for the youth-led services this 
year. I am grateful for the Sanctuary Choir members and 
hearing the handbell choir more often bring joy and musical 
variety to our Sunday worship. 
 

I want to thank Elizabeth and Ed for their creativity and thoughtfulness this year, along with 
committee members Bob Harris, Pam Quanrud, Becky Halbe, and Chris Maness for their service 
on the committee, and deep gratitude for all those who participate in music at Rock Spring, so 
that we may bring a joyful noise unto Lord.   
 
Stephanie Arnold Pang, Chair  
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Delegate to the Central Atlantic Conference (CAC) 
The 58th annual meeting of the Central Atlantic Conference of the United Church of Christ kicked 
off on Wednesday Oct 5 and ran through Saturday October 8. The theme for the conference was 
“Is it well with your soul?” and it included a mix of hybrid and in person sessions. Evening 
sessions during the week provided contemplative time and info sessions on different topics, 
including the budget information session and the resolutions being presented during the Plenary 
sessions. The main Plenary sessions were held on Friday and Saturday. Kathy Dwyer and Rob 
Rainhart represented Rock Spring. 
 
The first Plenary session opened with a stirring sermon from Bishop Yvette Flunder, Pastor, City 
of Refuge UCC and Presiding Bishop, Fellowship of Affirming Churches, followed by the opening 
of the official meeting. The worship was followed by opening remarks by Conference Minister 
Rev. Freeman Palmer, Approval of Agenda, Approval of 2021 meeting minutes, video greetings, 
and a celebration of new Ministers, Anniversaries, and Saints who have gone before us. 
 
The 2nd Plenary session opened with a summary on the state of the strategic plan followed by a 
budget summary, justice and witness ministries update, leadership development update and 
congregational vitality summary. The conference is in relatively good standing with lively 
discussion throughout, but a budget deficit spending remains part of the operating plan. The 
conference continues to reduce the overall deficit, however 2022 marks the first year since we 
have been watching the deficit where it began to increase again. It is still down markedly over 
past years, and the increase is tied to salary increases mostly tied to inflationary pressure.  
 
The 3rd Plenary session opened with a presentation from our ministry partners in Columbia 
followed by the presentation of the ballot, including the budget, the slate of Board of Directors, 
and two resolutions: one on the Church Building and Loan Fund and a second dealing with 
reparations.  
 
The Moderator then called on Rev. Palmer to speak about the first resolution, “Living into God’s 
Economy: Celebrating the 170th Anniversary of the United Church of Christ Church Building & 
Loan Fund.” Freeman shared some background on the Church Building and Loan Fund and its 
relevance for this Conference and the wider church. Palmer then moved that the body approve 
the resolution. The motion was duly seconded. 

The Moderator opened the floor for discussion. A delegate rose to speak to the work of the 
Church Building and Loan Fund. The Moderator then called the question on this motion and 
tabled it until later in the session.  

The Moderator then introduced consideration of the second resolution, the Resolution to Study 
and Develop Reparation Proposals for Descendants of American Chattel Slavery. The resolution 
comes from the Indiana-Kentucky Conference of the UCC. They are seeking our co-sponsorship 
for General Synod 2023. Kirk Johnson introduced the resolution and its author, Adam Hayden, 
who was attending via Zoom. Hayden spoke about the process they are in midst of for preparing 
this resolution for General Synod 2023. He shared reasons for why to do this now. After the 
presentation, a motion was offered and seconded for the adoption of this resolution.  

The Moderator then opened the floor to discussion. One speaker spoke in favor of the 
resolution and the joy of working across conferences in addressing this topic. There was also 
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discussion of the timeline for the implementation of the resolution. Following the discussion, 
the Moderator called the question and tabled the vote until the afternoon. 

Below is a result of voting on the resolutions. Rock Spring supported the budget, the slate of 
Nominees and both resolutions. 

Budget – 66 yay; 0 nay; 2 abstain 

Nominee Slate - 67 yay; 0 nay; 1 abstain 

Church Building and Loan Fund Resolution – 67 yay; 0 nay; 1 abstain 

Reparations Resolution - 66 yay; 0 nay; 2 abstain 

The Moderator then declared that all the motions were carried. 

The 58th annual meeting of the Central Atlantic Conference was then closed. 
 
Rob Rainhart, Delegate 
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Delegate to the Potomac Association 
Rock Spring has continued to play an active role in the business and mission of the Potomac 
Association. The Association includes 35 churches in Washington D.C., Maryland, and Virginia.  
 
This year Rock Spring’s Delegates to the Potomac Association included Leslie Atkins, Arlene 
Spinelli, and Vince Meehan. For the first 6 months, Ashley Martinage served as the chair of the 
Faith Formation Committee and served on the Board of Directors. Leslie Atkins continues to 
serve on the Justice & Witness Committee.  
 
The Spring meeting was held virtually on Saturday, April 2. The focus was on “Pursuing Justice 
Together as a Church.” The agenda included a speaker from the organization Roots of Justice. 
Committees reported on their activities, including efforts on anti-racism, justice campaigns in 
MD, VA, and DC, and a discussion of the Faith & Democracy 2022 Campaign. 
 
The Fall meeting was held on October 22 in person at Emmaus UCC in Vienna, VA. The theme 
was “Embrace, Act, Heal.” Delegates were grateful for the opportunity to worship, meet, and 
share food together. The 2023 Potomac Association Budget was passed. Laura Martin raised a 
question about how apportionments are determined and asked that the process be evaluated in 
the coming year. Committee reports were heard, including a proposal to work on issues of the 
homeless in DC and the status of the Anti-White Supremacist Resolution that passed at the 2021 
Spring meeting. 
 
Leslie Atkins, Delegate 
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Board of Finance 
 

(This report should be read in conjunction with the reports from the Treasurer, the Financial 
Secretary, and the Endowment Trustees. The 2023 proposed budget is on Page 95.) 

 
“We are investing in our future and for our continued growth in re-opening.” I’m not sure how 
many times I have said this statement in the various budget meetings we have had leading up to 
the annual meeting, but it is a theme that the Finance Board has embraced as we look towards 
the 2023 Fiscal Year and beyond.  

The Finance Board, along with Council, recognize the need to look beyond 2023 at our longer-
term financial plan. Over the next 6 – 8 months, the Finance Board, Council, and the Endowment 
Trustees are going to develop a 3- to 5-year forward looking financial plan that identifies 
targeted future revenues, targeted expense levels, and the thresholds to know based on 
financial conditions. This will help us determine whether or not we need to shift our 
expectations around revenue and/or expenses to continue to fulfill the church’s mission. We are 
entering a period of growth and re-opening, and we want to ensure that Rock Spring has a plan 
to continue this growth and re-opening beyond the current fiscal year. More to come on this as 
the next fiscal year gets underway. 

Over the past year, despite the challenges in the financial markets, the Finance Board continues 
to be impressed at the generosity of the members of our congregation. In addition, in the past 6 
– 8 months, we have been able to take advantage of our outstanding facilities for the first time 
since the COVID-19 Pandemic and revenue from facilities usage was 50% higher than planned. 
We anticipate finishing the current fiscal year where revenues and expenses are offsetting (a 
good thing!). This exceeds our plan set forth for the 2022 budget of a net loss of -$11,000. I also 
want to thank the Stewardship Committee for their efforts during the 2023 pledge campaign. 
They have worked over the past few months to allow the finance board to present this budget 
to the congregation. 

As a congregation we are very fortunate. Since the pandemic, when many churches faced 
financial challenges, our congregation stepped up and we were able to continue to fulfill the 
mission. While doing this, we have built up to $163,000 in equity in retained earnings, or what 
we sometimes call carryover. Over the years, the finance board has done different things with 
retained earnings. First, we try to hold onto 1 month’s expense for a “rainy day” ($107K). If I 
look back on the past few years, we had a lot of “rainy days,” but we have been fortunate to not 
have to dip into this. In previous years, we have decided to re-invest retained earnings beyond 
the 1-month expense threshold via the Endowment, which is another option. This year, we 
intend to re-invest a portion of the $163k (~$56.5k) into church operations. This provides the 
church with the ability to continue to grow as our re-opening continues. With this re-investment 
and the continued support and generosity of the congregation, we are pleased to come forward 
with a budget for 2023 where expenses only exceed revenue by $3.7k. As the year goes on, the 
Finance Board will have the option of requesting an additional $4k from the Endowment as 
needed based on the Trustees allowing us to request up to 5% of the Endowment value this 
year. 
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In presenting this budget, I did want to thank the boards that offered up reductions in expenses 
to facilitate us having a balanced budget. There are some reductions in planned budget 
expenses since the Budget Goals meeting that I wanted to call out: 

1) We will be continuing with the Antiracist Local Church Audit, but the Racial Equity 
Committee will be looking for alternate sources of funding outside of the operating 
budget for this activity. 

2) The Music Committee has reduced their request from the operating budget and will be 
searching for alternate sources of funding for these activities. 

3) Deacons will be deferring expenditures for a new coffee pot until the 2024 fiscal year. 

Thank you again for your generosity and for being stewards of our faith community. 

Frank Hopkins 
Chair, Finance Board 
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Financial Secretary 
Rock Spring’s core values were demonstrated in a very tangible way by members and friends 
who contributed financially to Rock Spring Church and to the outreach offerings of the United 
Church of Christ.   
 
Despite the lingering effects of the pandemic, the Rock Spring community continued to be 
generous in giving to the General Fund in fiscal year 2022 and in its plans for giving in fiscal year 
2023 which begins Feb. 1, 2023.   
 

Rock Spring Giving to the General Fund 

 

Fiscal 
Year 

 

# of 
Pledges 

 
Total Amount 

Pledged 

 
% Change from 

Prior Year 

Income Received 
Through Pledges 

 

Percent 
Received 

2019 194 $721,472 N/A $725,950 101% 

2020 168 $729,899 1.2% $715,116 97.8% 

2021 169 $803,492 10.1% $830,125 103.3% 

2022 163 $854,327 6.2% $839,929* 98.0% 

2023 164 $843,757 -1.2% N/A N/A 

*Through January 22, 2023.  
 
The income received in fiscal year 2022 is incomplete as one Sunday remains before the fiscal 
year ends on January 31, 2023.   
 
Rock Springers have pledged $843,757 so far for 2023, a decrease of $10,570 or 1.2% compared 
to fiscal year 2022. The number of 2023 pledges increased by 1 or 0.6% compared to 2022 but 
decreased by 30 pledges or 15.5% compared to fiscal year 2019. The average pledge amount for 
fiscal year 2023 decreased by $96 or 1.8% compared to 2022 (see table on following page). In 
2022, Rock Spring received 7 additional pledges after the Annual Report was written. This leads 
to expectation that the number of pledges and the pledge total will increase slightly as 2023 
pledges continue to be received.   
   
Rock Springers continued to give generously to the four major annual UCC special offerings, 
although giving has returned to more closely reflect 2018 and 2019 pre-pandemic levels.   In 
addition, as discussed below, Rock Springers have given generously to several special collections 
sponsored by Rock Spring in 2022.   
 

(See table on the next page.) 
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Rock Spring Giving to UCC Special Offerings 

Special Offering 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

One Great Hour of Sharing $7,824 $9,192 $9,200 $7,440 $10,686 

Strengthen the Church $4,524 $3,069 $4,714 $3,666 $4,293 

Neighbors in Need $6,137 $7,403 $28,888 $6,899 $4,887 

Christmas Fund $9,124 $8,809 $12,554 $10,378 $7,242 

Total $27,609 $28,473 $55,3566 $28,382 $27,108 

Note:  Dollar figures reflect calendar years, not fiscal years. 
 
In addition, in calendar year 2022, Rock Springers donated $1,230 to the Afghan refugee support 
and $1,681 to the Olive Oil Ministry special collections. 
 

Rock Spring Giving to Special Collections 

Special Collection Calendar Year 2022 

Afghan Refugee Support $1,230 

Olive Oil Ministry $1,681 

Total $2,911 

 

The following chart shows the number of pledges by amount for fiscal years 2020-2023. The 
majority (52.4%) of 2023 pledges were less than $4,000. This was similar to 2022 when 52.2% of 
pledges were below $4,000. The average pledge amount in 2023 was $5,145, a decrease of $96 
or 1.8% compared to 2022. In dollar terms, 42% of the total amount pledged in 2023 comes 
from 13.1% of the people pledging. This is consistent with 2022 when 40% of dollars pledged 
came from 12.5% of the people pledging. 
 

(See chart on the following page.) 
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Pledge Distribution By Amount of Pledge 
By Pledge Year 

 
2020 2021 2022 2023 

Pledge Amount # % # % # % # % 

Less than $1,000 18 10.7% 15 8.9% 15 9.2% 23 14.0% 

$1,000 - $1,999 41 24.4% 32 19.0% 23 14.1% 23 14.0% 

$2,000-$2,999 26 15.5% 26 15.5% 26 16.0% 23 14.0% 

$3,000-$3,999 19 11.3% 19 11.3% 21 12.9% 17 10.4% 

$4,000-$4,999 15 8.9% 21 12.5% 18 11% 16 9.8% 

$5,000-$5,999 10 6.0% 10 6.0% 10 6.1% 8 4.9% 

$6,000-$6,999 7 4.2% 10 6.0% 13 8.0% 16 9.8% 

$7,000-$7,999 7 4.2% 6 3.6% 8 4.9% 4 2.4% 

$8,000-$8,999 4 2.4% 5 3.0% 3 1.8% 7 4.3% 

$9,000-$9,999 7 4.2% 3 1.8% 5 3.1% 4 2.4% 

$10,000-$14,999 7 4.2% 12 7.7% 12 7.4% 15 9.1% 

$15,000 and above 7 4.2% 8 4.8% 9 5.5% 8 4.0% 

Total # of Pledges 168 100% 168 100% 163 100% 164 100% 

Mean Pledge 
 

$4,345 
 

$4,749 
 

$5,241 
 

$5,145 

 
As Financial Secretary, I maintain a record of all pledges and donations to the General Fund and 
Special Offerings. I also provide everyone who contributes to Rock Spring statements which 
show both pledge information and contributions for the fiscal (pledge) year plus an annual 
calendar year statement for tax purposes. Capital Campaign and Endowment contributions are 
recorded and acknowledged by others. 
 
I am grateful to our volunteer counters for their generous donation of time and talent.  The 
counters are current and past members of the Finance Board who weekly count and categorize 
the receipts.  
 
Thanks to all who counted in 2022: Joe Kelly, Susan Nelson Johnson, Stephen Jones, Frank 
Hopkins, Lucy Carlson, Erik Rassmussen, Rebecca Halbe, Rebecca Womeldorf, Diane Smith, 
Preston Atkins, and Jared Carlson. 
Respectfully submitted, 
David Tornquist, Financial Secretary  
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Treasurer 
Our financial position in the current financial year (FY 2022: February 1, 2022, to January 31, 
2023) has continued to be robust and looks set to be fairly closely in line with the budget for the 
year, and possibly slightly stronger. This comes after two years in which, despite all the 
uncertainties during the pandemic, our finances were surprisingly strong. We have a sound base 
for moving forward—to reimagine—as a congregation in the next few years. 

Attached are: a summary “Budget vs. Actual” statement, a balance sheet, and a detailed “Profit 
and Loss” statement. These all contain year-to-date data for the current financial year, FY 2022, 
while the latter two also contain final data for the previous financial year, FY 2021, which ended 
on January 31, 2022. Since the Annual Report is produced ahead of the end of the financial year, 
we can report only on partial data through mid-January 2023. The reports will be finalized at the 
end of the financial year, January 31, 2023, and made available to Council and the Congregation. 

The final outcome in the previous financial year, FY 2021, was even stronger than appeared likely 
at the time of the last Annual Meeting in January 2022, thanks to the continued generosity of 
the congregation and below-budget spending by most boards. After a similar outturn in the 
previous year, the congregation entered the current financial year with a very strong 
accumulated cash reserve or “carryover” (see Retained Earnings in the balance sheet). At the 
end of FY 2021, retained earnings were $163,798, well in excess of the prudential guideline 
followed by the Finance Board of holding one month’s expenses in reserve. 

Retained Earnings have remained close to that elevated level through FY 2022. It is noted with 
gratitude that receipts from pledges and identified giving seem set to be very close to budgeted 
levels. Income from facilities usage exceeded the budget substantially. Overall expenses also 
appear quite close to budget; unexpectedly high spending on repairs and maintenance was 
largely offset by under-spending on many other areas. We appear likely to close the year 
without a deficit (the budget anticipated a small deficit of about $11,000). This outcome is, of 
course, only possible because of the continued reliable support from the Endowment (which 
covers almost one-fifth of our spending). 

The congregation is most fortunate to have the services of Kathryn Grams as our bookkeeper. Her 
diligence, dedication, and thoroughness have ensured that we made the transition to an all-
remote system of bookkeeping very effectively and have resolved a number of issues that arose 
from the previous bookkeeping arrangement that terminated abruptly early in 2021. 

As I come to the end of a five-year period as Treasurer, I believe that Rock Spring is in sound 
shape financially, even as we try to adapt to new opportunities going forward. The 
Congregation’s sustained generosity throughout the pandemic and the careful management of 
the resources entrusted to the Boards in each year’s budget are major factors. It has been a real 
pleasure to work with, and be part of, the Finance Board and Council. The generosity of past 
Rock Springers who have created the Endowment that underpins our budget is another major 
factor in assuring our financial strength. One of the key challenges as we move forward is how 
to preserve and nurture that gift for the benefit of future Rock Springers. 
 
Respectfully submitted, Michael Bell, Treasurer  
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2022 Financial Reports 
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Audit Committee 
The Audit Committee’s work has evolved considerably from the days when Church members 
made contributions by putting checks or cash in the offering plate and auditing consisted of 
following a physical paper trail. The Committee sympathizes with all the excellent Church 
volunteers who are adjusting to new financial practices and systems and applauds the effort to 
establish a records retention policy—one that will be of widespread assistance to the Church. 
 
The Church Audit 
The fundamental work of the Audit Committee is fulfilling the requirement of the Church 
Constitution that the books of the Church and Endowment be audited annually. Our focus was 
on fiscal year 2021, but we also reviewed certain 2022 processes. 
 
With regard to the audit of core Church financial functions, each of the financial officers of the 
church, as well as relevant staff were interviewed. Each interviewee filled out an audit 
questionnaire, described the financial processes they followed, and provided records so that the 
auditors could test a sample to verify accuracy and propriety. Persons with whom the 
Committee interacted included the Financial Secretary, Assistant Financial Secretary, Treasurer, 
Bookkeeper, and the Board of Finance Chair. All records and processes appeared to be in order.  
 
Pursuant to the Audit Handbook requirement that a special fund be selected each year for audit, 
the Audit Committee this year reviewed transactions related to the Afghan Refugee Special 
Offering that was conducted in fall of 2021. This fund was chosen for a very positive reason—a 
larger-than-expected outpouring of gifts from Rock Springers in a very short amount of time. An 
Audit Committee member reviewed the fund’s transactions with the two lay leaders and the 
professional staff member who managed the offering’s disbursements (which did not occur until 
the 2022 calendar year). The review indicated that disbursements were managed appropriately, 
in coordination with the Welcome the Stranger mission project and according to Memoranda of 
Understanding with partner organizations. The size of the special offering ($61,136) that was 
reported in narratives in the 2021 Annual Report appeared to have been overstated by about 
$10,700 since that amount included funds that were transferred from the Mission Fund to 
support ongoing Welcome the Stranger activities. But the overall bookkeeping of the fund was 
in order.  
 
The Endowment Audit 
The Endowment Fund’s Trustee At-Large changed at the end of January 2022. Two Audit 
Committee members met with the former trustee and the new trustee to review the 
Endowment’s financial practices but, for auditing purposes, Committee members focused on 
2021 transactions. The Committee noted a discrepancy in the numbers provided in the Rock 
Spring 2021 Annual Report: the total “Assets on Hand” reported for the General Fund on 
January 1, 2021, did not match the December 31, 2020, number in the 2020 Annual Report. 
Upon review, the Trustee At-Large said the number in both reports should have been 
$5,791,738.38, including $249,179.19 that was waiting to be transferred to the assets of the 
Special Funds. Noting this discrepancy did not alter our assessment that the Endowment’s 
overall financial processes are sound. The revised General Fund table prepared by the Trustee 
At-Large is on page 59. 
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In other matters, the trustee provided back-up data showing that the Endowment had closed 
out its Vanguard account and transferred those funds to the United Church Funds’ Beyond Fossil 
Fuels Balanced Fund. In 2022, the outgoing trustee also represented the Church in cashing out a 
CD taken out with Burke & Herbert Bank as part of financing arrangements for the Capital 
Campaign and transferred those proceeds to the Church’s Schwab account.1 
 
Audit Handbook 
The Audit Committee continued its work in 2022 updating the draft Audit Handbook to guide its 
2022 and future annual audit activities. The handbook draws on the recommendations of a 
professional accounting firm’s review of Rock Spring’s finances in 2020, past handbooks of the 
Massachusetts and Connecticut conferences of the United Church of Christ, and information 
gleaned from discussions with Rock Spring Church officers and staff. The Handbook is a work in 
progress and a major focus is the evolving processes needed to deal with the increasing 
complexity of the Church’s finances, particularly the increasing dominance of computer systems 
to accept donations and pay expenses.  
 
Other Activities 
A Committee point of contact (audit@rockspringucc.org) was created that will be included in 
the Financial Secretary’s pledge and contribution reports to make it easier for members of the 
congregation to raise any larger issues of concern. 
 
The Finance Board has been revising its procedures for counting and reporting the weekly 
offering, seeking to redirect its volunteer resources more appropriately. The board sought the 
Committee's input on these changes, which the Committee appreciated. Additionally, the 
Treasurer sought our feedback on his proposal to merge the Capital Campaign Quickbooks 
account with that of the Church’s operating budget, which we were glad to provide. 
 
The Committee sought and shared with other Church financial managers resources that the 
United Church of Christ's Insurance Board has developed to help churches guard themselves 
against fraud in this increasingly electronic world. That concern was highlighted when the email 
of a staff member was hacked and some members responded to a fund-raising scam before it 
was identified as such. The Committee believed that appropriate steps were taken in response 
but recognized the need for continued congregational education and vigilance.  
 
Audit Committee Opinion 
At the conclusion of the audit, the Committee issued an audit opinion memo (see page 58) 
determining that all transactions and processes reviewed were found to be proper and that the 
2021 fiscal year-end financial statements properly represent the financial position of the Church 
and Endowment.2

                                                       
1 The Church and the Endowment Fund are separate legal entities. Audit Committee members 
met with another trustee of the Endowment in their review of other Church financial matters. 
 
2 While the Audit Committee opinion is based on interviews and sample transaction texts 
conducted by its volunteer members, it should be noted that the Committee’s opinion does not 
reflect the result of a full audit, such as might be conducted by Certified Public Accountants. 

mailto:audit@rockspringucc.org
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Management Memo 
While the Audit Committee found all of the financial processes of the Church and Endowment to be 
sound, some suggestions for improvement were generated during the audits. A management memo 
containing these suggestions will be provided to Council.  
 
Erik Rasmussen, Chair 
Members: Sara Fitzgerald, Sarah Gilmour, John Morland 
 
 
To: Rock Spring Congregational UCC Church Council and Congregation  
From: Audit Committee 
Re: Audit Committee Opinion on 2021 Finances of the Church and the Endowment 
 
We have audited sample records and financial reports of the Rock Spring Congregational United Church 
of Christ and the Rock Spring Congregational Endowment Fund for fiscal year 2021, in accordance with 
the requirement in the Church Constitution. The 2021 fiscal-year-end financial tables of the Church are 
attached hereto.3 While our review was limited to testing a sample of transactions, statements, and 
balances and would not necessarily disclose all errors, we found no evidence of significant errors or 
omissions. (A discrepancy in the Endowment’s General Fund accounting did not alter our assessment 
that the Endowment’s overall financial processes are sound.4) In our opinion, the financial reports fairly 
represent the financial positions of the Church and the Endowment.  
 
The Audit Committee is also providing the Church Council with a management memo containing some 
suggestions for potential process improvements and questions that Council may wish to explore in the 
future.  
 
The Audit Committee wishes to commend the Treasurer, Financial Secretary, Assistant Financial 
Secretary, Endowment Trustees, Board of Finance, and Church staff for their fine work in keeping the 
Church and the Endowment on sound financial footing during fiscal year 2021. On behalf of the 
Congregation, we thank them for the gifts of their time and talents. 
 
The 2021 Fiscal Year Audit Committee: 
Erik Rasmussen, Chair 
Sara Fitzgerald 
Sarah Gilmour 
John Morland 
 
  

                                                       
3 The 2021 Church fiscal year ended January 31, 2022, but the 2021 fiscal year for the Endowment Funds 
ended December 31, 2021. The 2021 Endowment financial tables were included in the 2021 Church 
Annual Report, but the final 2021 Church financial tables were not available at the Annual Meeting in 
January 2022 because the Church’s fiscal year closed after that meeting.  
4 See the Audit Committee’s 2022 Annual Report for additional information.  
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Endowment General Fund Table Dated January 31, 2022 
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Final FY 2021 Financial Tables 
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Capital Campaign 
This is the final report to the congregation on the financial operations of the Capital Campaign. All 
spending on the campus renewal was concluded by 2019. The two mission projects have continued in 
subsequent years, and about one-fourth of the $250,000 allocated to the projects remains to be spent. 
Looking forward, the remaining financing of the mission projects will be handled through the church’s 
general operating accounts (see details below). Donations direct to these projects continue to be 
welcome. 
 
Pledge and other revenue 
Total revenue received by the Capital Campaign from 2015-2022 from pledges, gifts, and the 
Endowment total $3,404,050. A few remaining active pledges were completed in 2022. The capital 
campaign is deeply grateful for the steadfast generosity of Rock Springers so evident over the past 8 
years! Both mission projects remain open for further donations from members and friends of Rock 
Spring to supplement the funds remaining from the Capital Campaign. 
 
Total spending to date 
The attached Statement of Activity from January 1, 2015 through December 31, 2022 shows details of 
the total spending to date amounting to $3,403,085 since these capital accounts were opened. The 
following summarizes that statement: 
 

Capital Campaign, 1/1/2015 – 12/31/2021: Summary of Spending 
Construction  
  Hard costs $1,863,803 
  Soft costs  
      Owner’s Budget $570,548 
      Bank Fees, Interest $21,993 
  Soft costs, total $592,561 
  Project management $191,280 
Organ $526,525 
Other Administration $35,922 
Mission Projects  
      Welcoming the Stranger $77,935 
      Green Accelerator Project $115,059 
  Mission Project, total $192,995 
TOTAL $3,403,085 

 
All work and spending on campus renewal was completed by 2019. Only the two mission projects 
remain active: the Green Accelerator Project and Welcoming the Stranger. During calendar year 2022, 
$35,162 was spent by the two projects, bringing total spending through December 2022 to $192,995, 
about 77% of the $250,000 available. Congregants may wish to note that a special Afghan Refugee Relief 
special offering was received in 2021 and 2022, with total receipts of over $60,000. This was accounted 
separately from the Capital Campaign finances in the church’s general fund. Further details may be seen 
in the Financial Secretary’s report. 
 
There is no debt outstanding. All remaining debt had been cleared by 2021, well ahead of schedule. At 
its peak in 2018, our outstanding debt was $700,000. We are most grateful to the congregants who 
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provided zero- or low-interest loans for almost all the borrowing, which meant that total interest 
expense was held to just 0.5 percent of the capital campaign costs. 
 
Statement of financial position 
The attached Statement of Financial Position shows cash available on December 31, 2022 of 
$17,641 and no debt. In 2017, the congregation supported making a request to the Rock Spring 
Endowment to cover any shortfall in resources to cover all campaign costs that might occur, up to a 
ceiling of $165,000. Estimates continue to indicate that we will need only about one-fourth of that 
amount in order to complete all commitments including the two mission projects. 
 
Future mission project operations 
As noted above, the two capital campaign mission projects have only a limited amount of spending left 
to complete. Council has decided to close the accounts of the capital campaign. The remaining funds are 
being transferred to specific holding accounts (“Temporarily Restricted Funds” in the balance sheet of 
the church), through which continued spending by the projects together with donations and other 
receipts will be handled. The Social Action and Mission Board has been invited to exercise oversight over 
the remaining funds and to recommend future steps with respect to the Welcoming the Stranger and 
Green Accelerator Projects. 
 
Thank you, Rock Spring! 
 
Respectfully submitted 
Susan Geiger, Capital Campaign Financial Secretary  
Michael Bell, Capital Campaign Treasurer 
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Endowment Fund 
 
The Trustees of the Endowment are Betsey Wildhack (appointed at large), Kathy Dwyer (Senior 
Pastor), Michael Bell (Treasurer), and Vince Meehan (Clerk). The Senior Pastor, Treasurer, and Clerk 
always serve as Endowment Trustees as part of their role-related duties. The at-large Trustee 
serves as chair of the group. 

The Trustees typically meet quarterly in person or by conference call. When there is no pressing 
business, a meeting may be skipped and a financial update circulated via email instead for 
Trustees’ review and comment. The Treasurer and the Endowment chair work very closely together 
to ensure that their records align and any financial flows between the two pools of funds are 
timely, well documented, and within the guidelines established by the Congregation. These include 
routine disbursements (typically quarterly) for support of the church operations, as stipulated 
every year in the approved budget, as well as special disbursements for specifically approved extra-
budgetary expenditures. 

In 2022, there were several items of particular importance on the Endowment agenda, such as: 

• The Endowment disbursed the remaining principal on the Net Zero loan early in 
the year AND also began to receive monthly repayments. 

• Endowment support for our pastoral intern was provided through the Wildman Intern Fund. 
• In 2021, the Trustees made the decision to transfer all funds from Vanguard and 

instead invest in the United Church Funds’ Beyond Fossil Fuels Balanced Fund. The 
Fund’s objective is to provide a return consistent with a globally diversified equity 
portfolio free of investments in companies that explore for or produce fossil fuels. 
This transfer was completed in 2022. 

• In late 2021, Council approved the creation of the Justice & Peace Fund, a new 
special fund within the Endowment. With congregational approval, the remaining 
funds in the Winfield Peace Fund and the Mission Fund were transferred to this 
special fund. 

The financial performance of the Endowment investments was generally reflective of poor 
economic market conditions, but with high quality & active professional management, losses were 
substantially less than the general investment market, as demonstrated in the following detailed 
financial reports. 
 
On behalf of the Trustees,  
Betsey Wildhack, Chair 
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Dwyer Equity Fund 

The trust for holding Rock Spring's equity payments for Rev. Kathy Dwyer, as outlined in her call 
agreement, was established in 2013. In 2022, Jack Ebeler was appointed as co-trustee. During 2022,  
Rev. Dwyer requested a full distribution of her account, in accordance with the terms of the trust, and 
this distribution was completed in May. With alternatives to a trust available to provide payment to Rev. 
Dwyer, the Trustees recommend Council’s approval to terminate the Trust and close the associated 
account. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Amy Bergner and Jack Ebeler, Co-Trustees 
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Reports for Action at the Annual Meeting 

Congregational Meeting Minutes 
DRAFT Minutes of the 2022 Congregational Annual Meeting (1/30/2022) 
 

Rock Spring Congregational United Church of Christ 
Annual Congregational Meeting 

30 January 2022 
 

=== DRAFT  Minutes === 
 
The meeting was held by Zoom due to COVID19 pandemic preparations.  Vince Meehan opened the 
meeting with prayer at 10:59. Senior Pastor Kathy Dwyer introduced a pre-meeting slide presentation. 
The presentation was prepared by Director of Faith Formation Ashley Martinage and offered a lovely 
visual recap of the church’s worship, advocacy, service, and fellowship activities of the past year, set to 
“What a Wonderful World.” 
 
Moderator Dwight Rodgers opened the meeting formally at 11:04. At the time the meeting was called to 
order, over 90 people were present, participating by Zoom from 84 separate computers. (Attendance 
later peaked at 94 log-ins, yielding an attendance over 110.) Dwight covered the ground rules regarding 
Zoom, Roberts Rules of Order, polling for voting on the motions, and the agenda.  
 
Business agenda:  
1. Approval of previous minutes – Dwight Rodgers.  Dwight raised the need to approve the minutes 

from the two congregational meetings in 2021, asking for changes and corrections. Hearing none, he 
called for unanimous consent to approve the minutes as circulated in the Annual Report (pp. 87-91). 

• January 24, 2021 Annual Meeting 
• October 24, 2021 meeting to discuss the 2022 Budget Goals. 

2. Remarks by the Senior Pastor - Kathy Dwyer. Kathy began with a couple of staff updates, including 
noting with great appreciation that intern Josh Long joined the church staff this year and that 
Kathryn Grams who has been office administrator, communications lead, and bookkeeper, will 
change her role to focus solely on the bookkeeper job.  Among other notable activities over the past 
year, Kathy highlighted that the website was overhauled, a strategic plan was developed under Rob 
Rainhart’s leadership, Net Zero took tangible shape on our campus, and Racial Equity has become a 
standing committee of the church.  

 
Kathy called attention to her written year-end thoughts in the Annual Report. She pointed out that 
this is a time of great struggle for many churches, but that Rock Spring has been able to cope with 
agility, resilience, and creativity. She recognized the tremendous engagement across our community 
and the solid staff and lay leadership; she is excited to propose that our community should engage 
in another “imagining” process to chart the future, embracing the “hybrid reality” of a 
pandemic/post-pandemic world. Kathy noted that Rock Spring has been a generous and 
encouraging community throughout this difficult period and that, at the same time, there has been 
a significant drop in the number of people pledging and giving. Kathy stated that the proposed 
imagining process should engage every voice, as we envision what the church can be and do in the 
world of today, and what the next chapter of Rock Spring’s life should be.   
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3. Receive and Act Upon the 2022 Budget as approved by Council and as circulated as a separate 

document with the annual meeting materials - Frank Hopkins.  
 

Dwight called on Frank Hopkins, chair of the Finance Board, for the next agenda item, consideration 
of the 2022 Budget as approved by Council and as circulated to the congregation previously. Frank 
noted Rock Spring’s financial health and pointed out that it is due to two things: firstly, the extreme 
and consistent generosity of the congregation in both pledges, routine giving, and special offerings, 
and secondly, the careful stewardship of funds by Rock Spring staff and boards. Frank offered many 
thanks to the congregation and the boards.  
 
Frank noted the church will end the 2021 fiscal year (on January 31, 2022) with a $25,000 net 
positive position, and with $147,000 in predicted carryover (retained earnings going into FY22). The 
Finance Board has a practice of keeping at least one month of net operating expenses ($98,000) in 
retained earnings. For budget year 2022, they propose a budget that leverages $24,000 of the 
$147,000 to support the FY22 budget; this leaves well over the recommended amount of one 
month’s operating expense in “rainy day” funds.  

 
Frank shared the motion for the congregation to vote on: 

 
MOTION: 
•The Congregation adopts the proposed interim budget for 2022, pending closing of the books 
for the fiscal year (January 31, 2021). 
•The Congregation authorizes the Church Council to take steps as needed to reach the final 
budget. The Congregation is to be informed of any such steps. 

 
Dwight asked for comments or questions from participants. Michael Rapp asked about the practice of 
“one-month’s worth of expenditures as a ‘rainy day’ fund” and whether an effort had been made to 
balance the budget before recommending to dip into the retained earnings. Frank responded that the 
practice is unofficial and arose after many years of RS always using the carryover, sometimes the full 
carryover, to support the next year’s budget. Frank also noted that the Finance Board did indeed work 
with board chairs and staff to hone their budgets further when it became clear that anticipated income 
would fall short of covering their full asks.  
 
Bob Harris asked how many giving units did not pledge this year, as Kathy had mentioned in her 
remarks. Kathy replied that compared to the year right before the pandemic, we are down 37 pledging 
units.  
 
Erik Rasmussen commended the staff, Music program, and Finance Board for outstanding efforts over a 
difficult two years. He asked about the Music line item which includes professional musicians for special 
occasions. Music Director Elizabeth Kluegel-Niblock replied that we have traditionally and regularly hired 
musicians for Easter and Christmas services and other program opportunities. Elizabeth underscored 
that volunteers are always used first, but that the line-item is used to supplement and support the 
Music program when volunteer musicians are not sufficient. The choir now also has three paid section 
leaders, since Fall 2021. Pre-pandemic, Rock Spring used an intern program for very advanced music 
students to fill this need and to be a regular part of the choir program; that is on hold due to the 
pandemic. Elizabeth noted that the Music program will be doing visioning about the future and that the 
goal will always be to use volunteers, as safely and fully as possible, and that this requires careful 
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consideration during and as we emerge from the pandemic. This is an evolving process. Kathy offered 
additional context, noting that we had contracted with these additional paid signers during budget year 
2021 for the program year that goes through May 2022. In 2022, those section leaders will be paid from 
the Music Fund in the Endowment and the Pastor’s Discretionary Fund, not the FY22 budget. The Music 
line-item in this budget does not, therefore, include paid choir section leaders.  
 
Dwight called for a vote through the Zoom polling feature, asking that one person vote via the poll for 
any given log-in, and that any others using the same log-in register their vote in the chat feature. There 
were no “No” votes in the poll or in the chat. The budget therefore passed unanimously.  
 
4. Thank you to outgoing leaders - Kathy Dwyer. Kathy offered grateful thanks to all the lay leaders 

who are outgoing. Last year there was exceptionally little change, as people volunteered to stay on 
in their roles to provide continuity during such uncertain times. Kathy shared by name and with a 
special word of recognition all the outgoing board members and lay leaders who are rotating off. 
Kathy called attention to Gerri Ratliff’s careful, passionate shepherding of the important topic of 
racial equity from a working group to a formal Standing Committee, and to the service od Dan and 
Alanna Betts and Sara Fitzgerald for their representation of Rock Spring in Association and 
Conference bodies. Kathy thanked Dwight for six years of excellence as Moderator, Carolyn Hart for 
her service as Clerk, Jeff Dale for his detailed handling of the Endowment, Don Johnson for his 
service as Assistant Financial Secretary, and Chris Keefer, Rob Rudin, and Vince Meehan for all the 
ways in which their leadership on Council has been a blessing to this community.  

 
5. Receive and act upon the report of the Nominating Committee as circulated on p. 17 of 

the annual report - Chris Keefer. Chris brought the slate of nominees to the congregation for a vote 
of acceptance. Chris ran through all the new people and positions, asked people to consider serving 
three-year terms, recognized his fellow Nominations committee members for their work on this 
process, and thanked all the volunteers and lay leaders who so generously commit their time and 
talent to the Rock Spring community.  

 

Dwight asked for any comments or questions. Laura Martin noted a needed change, clarifying that 
Rosalyn Reischer and Ken Feltman are also rotating off the SAM Board, having been erroneously 
listed in the report as coming onto the Board. Dwight asked for unanimous consent, as adjusted: 
hearing none, the report of the Nominating committee and the slate were approved.  
 

6. Receive the Annual Report of the congregation's ministries and programs for the 2021 calendar 
year. Having taken care of the Budget and Nominations as action items on this agenda, Dwight 
welcomed comments or questions to any of the other contents of the Annual Report. There were 
none.  
 

7. Receive and Act upon the Recommendation of the Renaming of the Winfield Peace Fund to Justice 
and Peace Fund as approved by SAM, Finance, Council, and the Endowment Trustees - Diana 
Maxwell.  Dwight called upon Diana to provide the background on the recommendation. The 
recommendation would broaden the scope and rename the Winfield Peace Fund, which was 
established in 1984 as a memorial to Gerald Winfield to “promote seminars and other church 
activities related to world peace,” and its current balance is approximately $9000.  
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Dwight asked for comments or questions. Gail Burnaford asked if the Winfield family had been 
informed, and was supported by a comment in the chat by Cheryl Ramp who noted this should be 
adopted consistently as a best practice. Bob Harris shared that the Winfields’ daughter, Margaret 
Sullivan, lives at Goodwin House-Baileys Crossroads; he knows her well and said he would be willing 
to share this with her assured that she would support the recommendation. She is not affiliated with 
Rock Spring. He also noted that a good portion of the funds in the Winfield Peace Fund were made 
recently in memory of Mary Helen Harris, and that he is supportive of the name change. Jay Fellows 
asked if Finance or SAM would make decisions about Fund expenditures; Diana and Laura explained 
that it would be SAM who guided the uses of the Fund. 

 
Dwight asked for objections to the motion. Dale Dwyer asked if a friendly amendment were 
necessary based on Gail’s and Cheryl’s point. Gail offered wording for an amendment in the chat 
function. The motion to amend passed with unanimous consent. 
 

MOTION: 
The Congregation renames the Winfield Peace Fund the “Justice and Peace Mission Fund” and 
expands its use to better serve the Rock Spring of today and the future. In addition, on 
recommendation from the Finance Board, the current Mission Fund in the Endowment will be 
closed and any balance transferred to the Justice and Peace Mission Fund. 

 
 AMENDED TO ADD: 
Margaret Winfield Sullivan will be notified of this change by letter from the SAM Board of Rock 
Spring UCC, thanking the family for their commitment to peace. (Gail Burnaford, Dale Dwyer)  

 
Dwight asked for objections to the amended motion. Hearing none, the motion passed as amended. 
8. Any other business – Dwight Rodgers. Dwight asked earlier in the meeting for people to use the 

chat function to raise AOB that should come before the meeting; no items were forthcoming.  
 

9. Closing Prayer - Laura Martin.  Echoing the themes of love and community in the sermon and 
hymns of the preceding service, Laura closed the meeting in prayer at 12:19, and Dwight adjourned 
the meeting with thanks to all at 12:21.  

 
Faithfully submitted, 
 
Carolyn Hart 
Clerk of the Church 
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DRAFT Minutes of the 2022 Congregational Budget Goals meeting (10/30/2022) 
 

Rock Spring UCC  
===DRAFT Minutes=== 

 Budget Goals Meeting of Sunday, October 30, 2022 
Hybrid (Sanctuary and 15 households joined by Zoom) 

 

Background: On October 13, Members of Rock Spring UCC were called to (1) a meeting of the 
Congregation to receive the proposed goals for the 2023 church budget and (2) receive and act upon 
any other business appropriate to come before the meeting. The draft 2023 narrative budget and 
budget FAQs were circulated on the same date. 

At 11:16 a.m. Joe Kelly called the meeting to order. He thanked Dwight Rogers for his service as 
moderator for the last six years and announced himself as Rock Spring’s new moderator. Kathy Dwyer 
led us in an opening prayer, expressing thanks for the day and the dreams of the Congregation, and 
asking for God’s assistance in being attentive and feeling God’s presence in our midst.  

Joe noted that the agenda for the meeting was to receive the proposed goals for the 2023 budget, and 
he asked for any other business. The Congregation proposed no additional agenda items, beyond those 
circulated on October 13. Joe announced that today’s agenda was informational and we will not be 
taking formal votes. We will vote in January. Joe outlined the procedural structure of the meeting. 

Proposed Budget Goals: Frank Hopkins, Finance Board Chair, asked “What’s Your Why?” Each Board 
considered that question in putting forward goals for the 2023 budget. Frank asked us each to consider 
our own “why.”  

This year’s stewardship campaign theme is “What’s Your Why?” Rock Springers are answering the 
questions for themselves: “Why do you think Rock Spring exists?” “Why do you love this place?” “Why 
do you go to church?” “Why do you come to Rock Spring?” “Why do you give to church?” “Why does the 
world need church?” “Why do we need church?”  

Dwight Rogers asked a question about the use of the endowment. Dwight observed that we are now 
maxing out the amount that could be taken out of the endowment. Going forward, he asked, what is our 
intent regarding the use of the endowment? Frank said the Finance Board has historically capped the 
use of the endowment at 19% for church operating budget. We do not anticipate going over the four 
percent benchmark, where we will not draw down more than four percent of the net asset value of the 
endowment in any year. 

Jeff Dale asked for a summary of the components of the increase in the staff budget. Amy Bergner noted 
that there were strains on the staff during the pandemic; Ashley Martinage has moved over to the 
Church Administrator role and left a vacancy in the Faith Formation part of the staff; the 2023 budget 
would increase staff compensation by five percent. The custodian (Brian) is also moving to staff position, 
from a contract position, which will allow him to receive health care coverage and other benefits. Jack 
Ebeler then spoke, noting that the shift to bringing Hannah on staff increased compensation by about 
$25,000. Jack said the proposal to bring Brian on as an employee will cost an additional $15,000, 
approximately.  
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Doug Bergner asked for an elaboration on some of the specific numbers around pledges and identified 
gifts. Frank noted that we are running slightly behind on pledges and identified gifts. Rob Rainhart, 
Council Chair, noted that Council is pushing hard on goals. In the event that offerings run slow, Council 
has identified some wiggle room in the rest of the budget and there is enough carry over to get us to the 
end of 2023 in a balanced way.  

Betsey Wildhack said a few words about the endowment. Like everyone else, our investments are down, 
Betsey said, but these are unrealized losses; we are not selling our holdings. The four percent 
benchmark is a lovely goal. She noted that the endowment still has about six million dollars, and it is 
difficult to see that we would have a need to sell into a down market and need to realize those losses.  

Eric Rasmussen asked about facilities usage, noting a substantial increase projected for next year, and 
what that projection is based on. Frank noted that the preschool is going to be returning to the pre-
pandemic contribution and pointed out that $50,000 was the pre-pandemic goal. Ashley noted that we 
have not revisited facilities use fees in many years, and part of her new role was to look for 
opportunities to increase facilities usage. 

Carolyn Hart then spoke about the Stewardship Campaign. The Stewardship Committee is fully aware of 
the aspirational aspect of the budget and believes “Ask Your Why” is a good way to embrace Rock 
Spring’s goals. We will have a member give their “why” statement each week. We are inspired by each 
other and the more we have personal statements, the more these campaigns will succeed. Thanks + 
Giving Sunday will be when we ask that pledges are made. There will be opportunities for outreach after 
the Thanks + Giving Sunday. 

Meeting adjourned at 11:54 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Vince Meehan, Clerk of the Church 
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Nominating Committee 
Listed below are the nominees who have agreed to serve in constitutionally mandated positions at Rock 
Spring for 2023 and beyond. All persons nominated to serve are listed, and those new to a position are 
indicated in bold.  

This year we wanted to expand the reach of the nominations process to members who have not 
recently served on Boards and Committees. We began by contacting a list of newer members and others 
who are continuing to attend church virtually, to discuss their interests and connection to Rock Spring. 
Many of those contacted were enthusiastic about wanting to serve. After we matched those new to 
serving to open positions, we filled in remaining positions with experienced members who wanted to 
serve in new ways. 

Another change this year was to ask people new to Boards and Committees if they wanted to serve for 
1, 2, or 3 years. Most decided to serve for 1 or 2 years, with an occasional person ready to commit for 3 
years.  

Rock Spring will be undertaking an Antiracist Local Church Audit in 2023 and is developing an Audit 
Leadership Team (ALT) concurrently with the nominations process. The ALT will be composed of 2 
people from each Board and Committee. Most of these positions have been filled during the 
nominations process. 

Rock Spring is blessed by many resources, and this includes the people on our Boards and Committees. 
We are fortunate to have people with diverse skills and time to serve. The church’s investment in 
technology has meant that those who have difficulty making it to church for meetings can participate 
through Zoom. We have a strong roster of leaders to contribute to our shared mission to be a faith-filled 
community that is inclusive, caring, generous, learning, and seeking justice. 

I greatly appreciate the efforts of this year’s Nominating Committee, composed of co-chair Carrie 
Hessler-Radelet, Alanna Betts, Rob Rainhart, Lyndsey Ellis, Amy Ovuka, and Sharon Williams, for their 
work in connecting Rock Springers with opportunities to serve. Also, the Committee is grateful to our 
church staff for all their guidance and assistance: Rev. Kathy Dwyer, Rev. Laura Martin, Ashley 
Martinage, Hannah Sachs, Elizabeth Kluegel Niblock, and Ed Roberts. Finally, thank you to our nominees 
for your commitment to serving the Rock Spring community.  

 Respectfully submitted, 
 Leslie Atkins, Nominating Committee Co-Chair 
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2023 Slate of Nominees 
 
Council At-Large  
Rob Rainhart 23 
Marty Stansell-Gamm 23 
Cheryl Ramp 23 
Lyndsey Ellis 24 
Amy Ovuka 24 
Mary Kusler 24 
 
Treasurer 
John Morland 23 
 
Financial Secretary 
Don Kusler 25 
 
Assistant Financial Secretaries 
Preston Atkins 25 
John Howell 25 
 
Clerk 
Deborah Duffy 25 
 
Moderator 
Joe Kelly 24 
 
Vice Moderator 
Carolyn Hart 24 
 
Endowment Fund Trustee At-Large 
Michael Bell 25 
 
Christian Education 
Katie Hopkins 23 
Kathy Morland 23 
Eli Rainhart 23 
Laura Yeo 23 
Susan Alverson 23 
Peter Thielen 23 
Catherine Maness 23 
Kathleen Moore 23 
Julie Nolan 23 
Kaitlin Johnson 23 
 

Deacons 
Doug Bergner 23 
Jen Keefer 23 
Irv Lachow 24 
Karin Croft 23 
Carolyn Rapp 23 
Don Manning 23 
Will Martyn 23 
Lynn Miller 23 
Stacie Northrup 23 
Diana Maxwell 23 
Jean Webb 23 
Elizabeth Ravesteijn 24 
Amanda Roman 23 
 
Finance 
Frank Hopkins 23 
Lucy Carlson 23 
Steve Jones 23 
Joe Kelly 23 
Susan Nelson 23 
Diane Smith 23 
 
Personnel 
Andrea Maresca 23 
Janelle Swensson 23 
Jack Ebeler 23 
Maja Lee 23 
Susan Geiger 25 
Betty Rasmussen 23 
 
Property 
Frank Kovzelove 23 
Stefanie Schmidt 23 
Dean Cretsinger 23 
Peter Geiger 23 
Bob Johnson 23 
John Overholt 23 
Laura Hooper 23 
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Social Action & Mission 
JJ Gardiner 24 
Leslie Atkins 23 
Amy Newman 25 
Sara Dougherty-Jones 24 
Martha Bozman 24 
Jay Fellows 23 
Jerry Hartz 23 
Judy Moore 23 
Jennifer Jones 24 
Nathan Kane 23 
Wayne Limberg 23 
Gail Burnaford 24 
 
Audit 
Erik Rasmussen 23 
Sarah Gilmour 23 
Jeff Dale 23 
Allen Moore 23 
 
Music 
Stephanie Arnold Pang 23 
Rebecca Halbe 23 
Bob Harris 23 
Chris Maness 23 
Eleanor Meehan 23

Racial Equity 
Carrie Hessler Radelet 
Leslie Atkins 
Amy Bergner 
Marinetta Cannito Hjort 
Elizabeth Howard 
Kathleen Moore 
Gerri Ratliff 
Marty Swaim  
Sharon Williams 
Susan Limberg 
 
Central Atlantic Conference  
Rob Rainhart 23 
 
Potomac Association  
Arlene Spinelli 23  
Marty Swaim 23 
Leslie Atkins 23 
 
Trustees 
Emory Hackman 
Pam Henrikson  
Don Manning
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Proposed Budget for 2023 
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